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HEART TO HEART
TALK HELD TODAY
Railroad Officials and Mine
Owners at Palmer House
Late Unpleasantness Before Interstate C
?term Commission
Said To Be Cause.

a
NO

CHANGE

IN

I.

C.

RULES

•

Paburab Etitning *nn.
PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY
EVENING. MAY 2L 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

MANAGER TRAIL 1
LEAVES PADUCAH

10 CENTS FEB WEEK

WILL HE CROSS HIS RUBICON?

CONVENTION IS
CALLED TO ORDER

No Money ill Treasury to Pay
Jackson Team

McCracken County Delegates
Are Taking a Hand

No Deposit Made of Receipts of Last
Two Games—Says He Will
Send For His Tools.

LOCAL

BASEBALL

IN

Bet WeCn
Ferguson,
Southall and Gardner Effec
ted
lu Advance.

MUDDLE

THOSE WHO PRESENT
NAMES.
Without material modification, the
Fair tonight followed by increasWher
e is E. J. Trail, manager of
coal operators and Illinois Central
ing cloudiness. Wednesday warmer.
"The Culley" baseball team?
officials accepted the old rules for
Highest temperature yesterday, 71;
Henderson, Ky., May 21.—
the distribution of coal care, in a lowes
This question -was sprung on
(3 p.
a
t today, ate
m.)—
No vote will be taken on
startled baseball public this morning
meeting held this morning at the
nomination for Democratic candi
Palmer House. For more than four
when word rEached the Ellis &
date for
railroad commissioner in
FLYER WRECKED.
the First
hours the conference between the
barber hop, where he is emdistrict before tonight or in
Utica, N. Y., May 21.—One
operators and officials lasted and all
ployed, that when he "got located"
the morn
nig. The convention was
man was killed and a dozen sehe would send for his tools. He was
of the 23 rules were discussed from
speedily
organized and the slate put
riously injured as the result
every angle. The conference began
at Princeton, when he sent the word.
up by
of
the McCracken county
the wrecking of the Buffalodelegation In
and, was still "on his way" when the
at 9 o'clock and closed shortly after
behalf of McD. Fergu
Cleveland flyer on the New York
son
messenger reached
1 o'clock.
went
Paducah.
His
throu
Centr
gh without dissent, Gen 'Lawal
road
early
this morning.
destination is not known, and so far
At 11 o'clock the railroad officials
rence
It
is reported the wreck was
being unanimously chose
left the conferense to allow the opno attempt has been made to locat
n
e
caused by the passenger train
chairman, and Ed Cross/and,
erators to discuss among themselves
him.
of May,
cunning Into the wreck of a defield, secretary. Then
any changes they might desire, but
argunients
B. J. Trail is a barber by trade,
railed
and speeches concerning
freight.
naggageman
no agreement could be reached
metho
ds of
and
had "first chair" in the Ellis &
and
Finley was crushed to death.
procedure kept the convention
the conference was resumed. At
busy
Williams shop at 416 Broadway, 11..
the
for more than an hour.
close of the conference, both the
negotiated with Manager John
opBURNS IN MIDLAKE.
S.
Early Combination Formed.
erators and the railroad °Metals exBleecker, of the traction comp
Detroit, Mich., May 21.—The
any,
Henderson, Ky., May 21.—(Noo
pressed satisfaction at the adopt
n)
for the league park privilege.
ion
passenger steamer Naomi, plyHe
—tiniest; there is some treac
of the old rules.
hery, on
organized "The Coneys" and
ing between Chicago and Miltook
the break, Ferguson shoul
d receive
West Kentucky coal mine
charge. Richard Clements was made
waukee, was burned in midlake
opera.118
votes this afternoon. The
tors and officials of the Illinois
field,
treas
at
urer
and Mr. L. E. Williams, of
I o'clock this morning. Four
Cenwith the exception of Land
tral road were in conference
ram (and
the barber shop, ticket seller at the
deck hands were burned to
in tha
he will come in), has
parlors of the Palmer House
conibined
park,
death and several passetetere intoday.
against Finn. At a caucus last
It is said to be a "heart to
night
jured. The boat carried $0 paceheart"
"Last night I tamed over $7.2 to
and this morning. Fergu
talk in which the Illinois
son,
Gardsenge
rs
who
were taken off by
Central
Trail, the gate reoleipta for Sunda
ner and Southall agree to throw
y's
road endeavored to salt down
the4r
the steamer Kansas.
a
and Monday's games with the Jacksupport together. Gardner's
feeling of hostility manifested
supDetroit, May 21.— J.
among
M.
son, Tenn., club," Williams state
port
insures Ferguson the First
d
coal mine operators in a recen
conRhoades, of Detroit, was burned
t sitthis morning.
greastonal district, and South
ting of interstate commerce commi
all'a
when the. steamer Naomi was
sforces promise to go to
Keys
to
the
baseb
all
park
were
sion, when charges of discr
Ferguson
destroyed this morning, and
imination
sent by a messenger, who broug
t—Philadelphia Ledger, whenever Southall drops out.
In coal cars were heard by
ht
died from his injuries. It is rethe comword 'that he would send for his
Tile combination slate for
tools
mission at Louisville. Railroad
organported here that several passenoffiization of the conven'ilon is
when located. Trail is not at home
cials refused to state the objec
.
Adjutant
gers
drow
ned in addition to the
t of
General H-nry Lawrence, of
Manager Bleecker, of the tracti
the meeting.
Trigg
deck hands burned to death.
on
county, for chairman, and Ed
company, has not decided on
Crosswhat
Railroad Officials Here.
land, of Graves county, for
course to pursue about the ball park.
secretary.
This morning at 7:15 o'clock Mr.
ROYAL NrIII4E.
Judge William Reed is slated
Manag
er
John
Holla
for corn
nd,
Madri
of
the "Inded, May 21.— Clad in the
0. S. Keith. superintendent of transmites on resolutions
pendents," is after it. and it Is
He probably
t'edit tonal unIfornt asanciated
laOrtation, and Mr. F. H. Harwood,
unwill be the out,- McCracken
derstood he will be given preference
with her official ptotttfon. since
count,'
Coal traffic manager of the Illinois
.
man
recognized by office, but the
Holla
Test
nd was after the park at the
imony at Coroner's Inquest Everything in Read
the rads, days of Spanash history,
McCentral, of Chicago, arrived in privines
s
For
Scho
Crack
ol
Board Decides to Puren county delegation is
beginning of the season.
the nurse of Prince Alton:so asrunate car, No. 4, which was side trackThr
ows
Litte Light on Man- Big Opening ofRacing
molest the duties of caring for
The expenses of the visiting team
eas- chase Stars and Stripes For ning the convention thus far.
ed at the Eleventh street crossing.
the future lflOfl&trch today. On
The commitee on
ner
in
Whic
were supposed to be borne out of
h Stewoirdess on on Fair Ground T ack
They were met by division officials
the
to All the City Schools-Accept have contests In Ohio,credentials will
advice of her physician, Queen
gate receipts, and it is not know
Grayson, Harwho escorted them to the Palmer
n
Fell Into River
Victoria, after ten days, surrenMake it Success
din and Lyon counties. An
what will be done about the
South Side Site
House.
early
matter
dered the task to another.
nomination is not looked for.
Treasurer Richard Clements is now
Division officials who are here are
Torn Thomas, Warren count
making out a statement of the
Supt. A. It. Egan, Roadmaster A. F.
y, will
finan('ABOOSES COLLIDE.
STEAMER HENRIETTA VICTIM. OFFICERS
present Finn's name; Ed Hansb
ces.
WHO WILL PRESIDE. SOME OTHER SPEC
Blaess, Trainmaster
erry,
L. E. McCabe
IAL SESSIONS.
Steubenville, 0., May 21.—
of Christian county, will
and Chief Dispatcher A. F. Page, the
Treasurer Richard
present
Clements this
Two cabooses, one containing 29
Southall's name; Judge Robbi
forme\• two of Louisville and latter
afternoon made the following statens, of
men, collided on the Pan-Handle
Mayfield, will
of Paducah. F. M. North, chief disMiss
ment:
Robbi
present Gardner's
e
"I have finished my statement
C. Woodruff, stewJudges, starters, timers have all
road near here this morning.
-Mr. Fred Nagel will give bond to- name. and Jacob
and there la no money in the treas- ardess on the steamer
patcher, and
Corbett, of Ballard
Trainmaster
Henrietta, been arranged for Thursday's matiG. B.
Both cabooses were reduced to
day to the school board gdarantee- county, will
ury
present the name of
with
whose
James.
body
which
was taken from the Ohio nee races and the club
to defray any part of
splinters and 10 nien were inmanagement nig the validity of the
title to the Mel). Ferguson.
the expense of the Jackson team. river opposite Paducah last week. will make
The Coel Operators.
jured, two fatally.
every effort to have the Jackson street
prope
rty
bought for
When
the
team
came
went to Jackson last
to her death by accidental drow ii various entries start
Nearly every big mining company
promptly and a school site. On this
basis the board
week, Trail drew out all the mone fog. The inquest was held
In western Kentucky is represented
yester- avoid tiresome delays between heats. agree
y
NEW OCTOPI'S.
d to take the site in the called
in the treasury. Since then no
in the conference. Following
de- day afternoon about 4:30 o'clock in
New York, May 21.— WWI
The horses are all receiving their meeting last night.
are
posit tins
If Judge E. H.
been
made.
Guy
Nance
's
under
Mana
ger
those In attendance:
takin
g parlors. final workouts today
street is daily expecting the anand
will be Puryear receives a favorable answer
Bleecker was not behind the team There was practically
no evidence ready for the race
nouncement of ii new railway
W. G. Duncan, Greenville, Duncan
of their lives next from his correspondence with the
financially."
before the jury.
•
merger, which will eittabliab 14
Coal company; W. D. McEllhaney,
Thursday. Every starter seems to
be persons responsible for the technical
The
Jackson team will go home
Captain John Summers, the pilot, confident of winni
new "Oetopus", which (stoma be
mayor of Central City and president
ng his race and the defect in the deed the bond will
immed
iatel
be
y
.
cance
,
lling
the
game the engineer and the embalmer who winners will
rivalled anywhere except in the
of the Central Coal and Iron combe crowned king in the released,
for this afternoon.
Pacifi
emba
Medea
c
lmed
,
where
corps
the
pany; John 1), Atkiseon. Harlington,
e, testified. No various classes.
Harriman
Odessa, May 21.—Following
The building committee will meet
the
dominatea the situation comone saw her fall overboard from the
president of the St. Bernard Coal
assassination of three police offici
Everybody will be on hand and in.- tonight to review the plans
als
for
the
pletel
y.
New
Engla
boat,
nd
and
she was not missed *until dicat
is the field
here today serious rioting occur
company; R. M. Salmon, president,
ions are that the Matinee club's new building and will report to
red
of
a
the contemplated merger.
about 8 o'clock on the night of May
and R. J. Salmon.. manager of the
and at 8 o'clock the black hundr
initial appearance will be a'complete called meeting of the board
eds
to be were
S. The negro cook on the boat heard
lisle,' Coal company. Ilsley.
running
wild
success both from a standpoint
through
held
the
Thurs
day
eight
.
Follo
of
wing street
TROUBLE TONIGHT.
her complain that she thought she
Brack Owen, city, president of the
s, mercilessly beating peopl
sport and attendance.
that meeting, bids for two new builde,
Evans
ville
,
Ind.,
May
was
21.—
about to have a second paralyCarbondale Coal company; Clarence
particularly Jews, more than
a hunings will be called for immediately.
The races start at 2:30 o'clo
The greatest troluble during the
ck.
tic stroke. It was the natural preMartin, Greenville, of the Greenville
dred of whom were seriously
The unfinished portion of the McThe officials for the event are:
injured
street railway strike he expected
sumption that she was sitting near
soon after the disturbance
Cowl company: J. W. Lamb, presibegan.
Kinley building also will be provided
tortipeo when the company will
Starter—R. W. Iteiy.
the rail when seized and fell overdent of the Hillside Coal company,
The
police apparently remained
Court of Appeals Sustains Cirfor in the bids. Two frame buildpastry to run curs for the first time
Judg
es—J
.
M. Lang, Charles K.
board.
sive spectators of the disor
Greenville; R. Morgan Central City.
ders. No
ings on the Jackson street property
at night, since the men went out.
Wheeler, Hal Corbett.
cuit Court in Paducah Cotn- Last slight a negro was arres
president ottthe Morgan Coal comarrests were made and the black
ted
were sold to E. 0. Broyles for $531.
All is quiet today.(Wm are runhunpany, and C. M. Budd, Memphis, of
dred continued their work of
mission Co. Case. Charged who had a pair of geld glasses in his
ning as usual without passenreTrustee Kelly's
suggestion
that
the Vest Kentucky Coal company.
venge unchecked.
pocket. He claimed they belonged
ger's.
flags be ,placed on all the buildings,
With Nuisance
and F. M. Fisher, of the Nortonvill
to the "woman drowned off the Hene
was adoPted and Mr. Hoye's superCoal company.
Show Ground Traffic Delay
rietta
." Captain Summers stated
IRISH RILL.
intendent of buildings, will put up
ed.
Traffic to the show grounds was
that Miss Woodruff did
Dublin, May 21.—The Irish
not wear
the flagstaffs on the old buildings
delayed this -afternoon for more
IN
THE
council bill offered in parliament 'GAMBLING
MR. CUOK HUSBANDS 15
MARKET. glasses and did not have'a pair to
than
.1. E. Potter, elected to fill a vacancy,
a half hour by the derailment
his certain knowledge.
recently acc find e44111.1.1441041 toHURT IN A BAD FALL
of a
was elected vice president of the
ear just ahead of a string
alias Woodruff left a gold watch,
ward granting home rule,
of trailwas
hoard last night,
ers west of the double track
openly
a sewing machine and some money
Kr. rook Husbands-Is still contncombatants( today by
on
Rumor Current That He is The I.ee school started
Frankfort, Ky., May 21.—The
Broa
dway at 1 o'clock. The company
yesterday
These will be sent to her brother and
ed to the house from a fall he reJohn Redmond before the Dieli
court of appeals this morning affirmafter
being closed for two weeks to hal severi:1 sets of
ceived Sunday morning at the counnatienal convention. He moved
Promoting Little Presidensister at Marietta.
trailers to use on
ed the judgment of the McCracken
prevent an epidemic of smallpox.
the Rowlandtown, North Sixth Trimtry home of Mr. 0. L. Gregory.
its reject kin and condentnatitin
The
Verdi
ct.
circuit court In the case of 14, J.
tial
Boo
m
of His Own---Con- Prof, J. A. Carnagey is expected ble and Madison street linos.
While swinging in a porch swing, the
by the convention,
"We, the jury. empowered
Arens against the commonwealth
to
to arrive today from Nobletraille, Ind.
•
ch'xIns slipped timing Mr. Husferr
ing
serve
With
over the remains of Robbie C
Politicians
Arens was indicted for keeping a disbands backward and letting him fall
HEAVY FROSTS.
orderly house by operating what Is Woodruff, find that she came to her
with his full weight on his head. The
(lincinneti, May 21.— ReWHETHEIt TO CELEBRATE
calle
d a bucket shop and fined $750 death from accidental drowning OD
injata was serious but he will be out
pc
.,rts from ninny points in Ohio,
DAVIS DAY TO BE DECIDED
or
about
IIRY
May
5th.
AN
1907.
IS
FOR
The court makes the strong ruling
ROOSEVELT.
in a few days.
Kentucky and Indiana, tell of
Signed--C. L. Root, A. H. Patton.
that
disor
a
derly house is not necesbeau frosts leaf night, which
Whether Jefferson Davis' birthday
sarily one in which there were C, W. Meach'am, Oakley Doolin, Walbadly damaged vegetation.
SENATOR CARMAOK CAN
will be celebrated this year by decobreaches of the peace or noise dis- lace Well, George H. Andrecht.
New York, May 21.— Speaker CanNOT RE HERE AT OPENING.
rating Confederate graves, will be
The body was placed In a handturbing the public tranquility. It Is
non, of the house of repreeentativee
GRAIN MARKET.
, decided at the Meeting of the J T
some
coffin
Lexington, Ey • May 21.—
and
Neill
tonig
ht
a
be
disor
ship- at in New York.
derly house within the meanCincinnati, May 21.—Wheat,
The
Settator•Carmack, of Tennessee.
It is believed be Is Walhert camp tonig
ped to Marietta, 0.
ht. The Daugh- judge charged the jury today in
ing
of
the
law
b7;
If
perso
here
corn,
$9; oats. 454.
the
for the purpose of arranging
ns are permit has wired the program committee of
ters
of the Confederacy follow the ease of JRITIPEI Hargi
a
Gal to gather there and gamble in
s, charred with
wmpaign against the sandfdary
the Chautauqua that he will be unof lead of the veterans in this matte
r. conspiracy In the murder of James
violation of law, howerer quietly it
CUT WIRES,
iecretary of War Taft for the presiHA vwoon CAME.
able to appear here the opening day
Final preparations for the Rich
mond Cockrell..
Winnebago city, Mhin., 'lay
Argumental are
may be don, The facts show that
Bober
lency
,
Idaho
.
being
He
,
is
May
meeti
21r—
ng
Rece
with
important reunion will be made.
ss
of the Chautmiqua, as it was desired,
The number made and the case will go
21.—The Rank of Winnebago
the defendant's house was simpl
mentbere of the Republican party
- Was taken today in the trial of
to the leery
y an
but will come on his original (late.
.
who
will
go,
the arrangements for Wednesday.
ass etarrea this morning by
establishment where people bet
W. I). Harwood, for slieged con.
Illryan For Roosevelt.
on
June 21. it Was expected . to make
their traneperfation and other
crackamen,
de110
*piracy to coeuipatinate former
1'44e/tile51 with
the ?Ise and fall Or prices
Linco
ln,
Neh . Mkt 21.--Wilnain tail* will be
the opening day momentous with
worked one
Mrs.'asunder, A. Fowler and lit•
Girrreintor Kteunenherg, in order
•000. When lite Cajal ler
102
Teuni
atngs
Bryan
's
Arens
Mend
was
e
say with
proprietor of the Pathree great Speakers but the program
tie
tempted tee notify onteide towns
daughter, Dorothy, returned
—
to rerun another special venire
greet
posit
ivene
,
ss he will not accept
cinnah Commission company,
yetifor that day must be re-arranged.
ed Braan fettle that Roosevelt
404
he found the telephone wires' all
jtuTsnan,
more terday from Dawson, where they
nonilattion from Democratic
Broadway. He was fined $740.
vain)
nearl
y
repre
sents
policies he stands have been for a week.
cut.
4 PrIttelft HO011effellt.'JO renoMinstMrs. Laura
for than any other man.
Fowler remained for a longe
r stay.

ACCIDENTAL WAS 1 MATINEE RACES
FLAGS WILL WAVE
WOODRUFF DEATH
NEXT THURSDAY
OVER BUILDINGS

I

BLACK HUNDREDS
ARE ON RAMPAGE

ARENZ MUST PAY
FINE OF $750

•

irk

CANNON IS BUSY
AROUND NEW YORK

4

•

HARGIS CASE IS
READY FOR JURY

7

7S•

PAM TWO.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
..........104.44.40.0
1
That hacking cough continues
Because your system is exhausted and
your powers of resistance weakened.
Take Scott's. EmuLsion.
It builds up and strengthens your entire system.
iob
It contains Cod Liver Oil and Hypophosphites so
• prepared that it is easy to take and easy to digest.

SHUTOUT GIVEN
CULLEY'S TEAM
Jackson independents Bunch
Their Hits

191
.1"t-kal
e
,
4
4
01004
0C
1.
INI•m/I•

NOT LITTLE'S SIGNATURE;
brought forward to prove that the
SENSATION IS BREWING. bill was never in the possession
of
Little Rock, Ark., May 21.-- Sen- the governor and that the measure
sational developments are anticipat- was never signed by Goeernor Little.
ed when the conteat growing out of Handwriting experts will be introducthe 2-cent passenger rate act of the ed to show that the signature is not
last legislature is aired in court. It that of the executive of the state.
is now practically settled that the The' main contention of the railroad
rallroads operating in Arkansas will attorneys will be that the bill was
contest the validity Of the act, and not signed -by the governor.
the chief feature of the fight will be
bastd on Governor Little's connecA dollar's worth cash is
worth
tion with the bill. Testimmay will be two in credit.

S.S.

MS THE SWIM
• OF MALARIA

Malaria is an atmospheric poison which we unconsciousl
y breathe into
our system.• The blood in its constant passage throug

National League
Boston
Ofileago
Batteries—Flahart
Fraser and Moran.

Good Ganw, Rut Small Attendance Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Marks Series With I rofessional
Batteries—Pittinger
At Park.

R H
6 9

1

2
3

5

and Needham,

But They Can't
Use This
Sipature

R H Z
4 9 0
2
and

6

0

Booln:

Ewing aud McLean.

A PLAYER IS HIT WITH BALL
New York

R H

Z

4 11J 4
St. Louis
6 9 2
Batteries—Taylor, Ames, Ferguson
A eoniplete shut out was adminis- and Bresnahan; Brown and
Martered to the "Culleys- yesterday af- shall.
ternoon at Wallace park by the
Jackson, Term., "Independents." The
R H Z
score was 4 to 0, and few Paduc
ah Brooklyn
O 2 1
players got to third base. Bunched
Pittsburg
3 7 1
hits at the time Paducah players
Batteries—Bell and Butler; Leeerred, tallied the runs for Jackson.
ver and Smith.
The attendance was not what it
should be. Although the Paducah
American Lealpse
boys are outclassed by the profesR If E
sional playerst all being ex-leaguers
Chicago
4 8 0
and well paid, the games are worth
Boston
0
0
the seeing; and, with small gate reBatteries—Smith
and Sullivan;
ceipts and a scientific bunch against
them, the "Culleys" lose heart. Four Pruitt and Armbuster.
to nothing is not a had score by any
means.
R H Z
Detroit
The score:
O 1 4
Philadelphia
1 3 0
R
E'
Batteries—Eubanks and Payne;
Jackson
4 7 4
Culleys
0 3 3 Plank alud Schreck.

h the lungs absorbs the
germs, and they destroy the rich, red corpuscles of this vital
fluid and reduce
it to such a weak, watery condition that it is unable to proper
ly nourish the
system, and disease gets a foothold. Then the symptoms
of Malaria, such
as pale,sallow complexions, weak vitality, poor appetite,
deranged digestion,
and perhaps chills and fever show that the trouble is affecti
ng every part of
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chroni
c state of biliousness, and often a long spell of fever follows when the blood
becomes fully
contaminated with the poison. Chronic Sores and Ulcers
, boils, aches and
Batteries—Barber ahd Marmolott;
pains, and skin affections of various kinds-often result from
this insidious
disease if the poison is allowed to accumulate in the blood
H E
in sufficient quan- Hart and Block.
tities. Malaria must be removed from the system throug
Cleveland
Umpire—Gus Brahic.
0 1 4
and for this purpose nothing equals S. S. S. This great h the circulation,
Yesterday Albert Winfrey, second Washington
remedy goes down
8 13 2
Into the blood and drives out all germs, microbes and poison
Batterles—Liebbart, Clarke, Hernently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not only cleanses the blood s, and perma- baseman for the "Culleys," was
of the cause, but struck just under the heart
furnishes it with the healthful properties it needs, so that
by a ger and Wakefield: Hughes and
instead of a weak, pitched ball.
The blow was hard and Blankenship.
germ-infected strum, spreading disease throughout the
system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body and enabling it
knocked him
out for some time.
to
S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds up and resist disease. The impression of the ball, seams
RHE
invigo
rates
the
kntire system while ridding the blood Of the germs of Malari
a. Persons who raising small blisters, was left on St. Louis
3 5 1
are suffering from Malaria will be pleased with the promp
t and pleasant re- Winfrey's cheat. He will be unable to New York
2 7 1
sults produced by the use of S. S. S., and can take it with
Batteries—Glad
it is an absolutely safe medicine, being free from harmfuconfidence because pay today. Arnold went in for Winand O'Connor;
l minerals of any frey and finished the
game from the Doyle and Thomas.
kind. Book on the blood and any medical advice desired
sent free to all firth inning.
Who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Today the last of the series of
three :genies wil be played, and Dick
suppop he feels sure he will get away
with his game.

111111111M111iLIMNIMIIRMINEVEMOINDINIH1 Brahic swill pitch. With
good

Ease Elegance Econothy
•

These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found
in the
Reading, R4cycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERMS
EASY.

This is your guide — your absolute protection in getting the

-

ORIGINAL - GENUINE

TOASTED
CORN FLAKES

GREAT SOLOISTS

the only Corn Flakes with a Taste that can't be imitated.
Get it at your Grocers 10 cents.
BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

COMING
WITH
INNES' BAND
NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT.

ILL HEALTH

TURSDAY, MAY 21.

BASEBALL NEWS

50.c. AND $:.e0
004

•

Grand success Will Be• May Music
Festival at the League 'Park
REASON FOR RESIGNATION DR.
(.round,
KERR BOYCE TIPPER.

Sold and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 481.a
Old Phone 743

----------

Eases
The
Feet
And
Nerves

•

No more
Tired
Feet
o Weak
Ankles

A Blessing for People Who Suffer
of Tired Feet---The "Foot-Easer"
The illustration above shows The Foot-Easer," the
greatest
invention for tired out, aching feet conceived. It is a spring
-foot
cushion that makes walking easy: cures tired feet.
weak ankles,
tlat foot, cramped toes and the Ills to which the foot
is heir.
By supporting the arch of the foot, it relieves all strain
on the
muscles of the feet, soothes the nerves and makes
your, shoes feel

as comfortable as your slippers.
Come In and let us show "Foot-Easer" to you.
ItIs a boon to

you if you ever suffer from your feet.

nate In securing this artist as she is FIRST STRE
ET WORK IS
Interest continues to grow in the
Is/HJDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Letter From fils Son to J. R. Par.
one of the most *Ought singers now
BEING
PUSHED RftPIDLY
coming festival rilien Inn
- 'RETORT MEDICAL DOM:TY.
I year, of This City, Evplains
will he before the public.
Mrs. Park, the
'here with his famous band. Dines'
'ondition of Minister.
great contralto, makes friends whersuccess alike with, the masses and
Inconvenience resulting from the
ever she appears by the glory of her
Senator Wheeler Campbell will adthe classes is almost unexplainable.
reconstruction of First street, will be
voice and 'the charm of her. persondress
the McCracken County Medical
Before long it mail•be a:subject
relieved in a few days as fate* the
of ality.

Regarding the broken health of inquiry whethe
r are strings are to
the Rev. Kerr Boyce Tupper
which give way entirelr to braes and reed
caused him to seek rest iv a sanita
r- Instruments. Stringed instruments
ium in New York City after
resigning front the wealtifiest
Baptist
church In New York, Mr.
Frank
Boyce Tupper, his son, in a
letter to
Mr, J. R. Puryear, a deacon
in the
First Baptist church here and a
particular friend of the New York
minister, states he is simply sufferi
ng
from a complete nervous
breakdown
occasioned by overwork. At the
time
the letter was written *the physic
ians
would not permit the minister
to
write. The letter to Mfr. Puryes
r
did not explain the cause for resigning, fraying it to be Inferred
from
the statement of his Ill health.
"Bodkin says he has discov
ered a
new aathma cure."
"He ought to experiment with
It
on some of those wheezy old
jokes of
his."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BroashN al%

RELIABLE
I Mere
tiffs).- I
I I mig I :iattahllestwd I DENTISTRY

pay, but by the content-

We give you the highest
class Dental work at the lowest possible price.
Plates_
$5.00
Gold Crowns

ment that steals over the

q You'll

enjoy the cigars

you buy at our counter.

Bridge work.....—... . $4.00
Gold filling*
$1.00 lir
Silver fillings._
.75

1

We sell relikl
..
e brands only.
We keep our cigars at just
the right temperature. keep-

I

ing !Kern always in perfect

We take out your old

teeth and intiert new ones the same day.
All work guaranteed 10 years.
Examination Free.

THE HILL DENTAL CO.
. Over Cherry's Grocery. 2nd 6 B*Way.

Offle• llour•. ea. m.

p.m. Phone 330

AL music lovers are on tiptoe of
expectancy with the announcement of
he several soloists engaged frit- the
festival. Miss Listemann, the lyric soprano, heads the list, .The manag
e-

smoker as he puffs away,

$4.00

Where Pais is Unknowa.

not measured by its
length, nor the pnce you

smoking condition.

We

suit your cigar taste exactly
for we sell everything in
cigars the smoker can think
of or need.
eaellam...4;
114,

Sunday. 9 a. m. to 4 p.m.

1

•

Ill'PHERSON'S DRUG

sron

Part I.

Wallace Park

F

Afternoon
riday
AY
and Night

ay 24

(At 2:30 O'clock.)
I. Overture, Oberon
Weber
2. (a.) Georgia Sunset
Brown
(b.)Love is King (March)..Innes
3. Nobh Signori, Aria for central
Meyerbeer
Zoe Pearle
I. Fourteenth Hungarian Rhapsody
Liszt

Part II.
(Wagner.)

Shau, Ow great tenor, of ‘fay Music

have been justly regarded as the
highest form of musical expression.
A
short time ago a newspaper reported
a concert given at the Philadelphia
Academy of Music by the finest of
orchestras, as having met with 111
success A few days later they reported a concert given by Innes and
his band in the same opera house,
by saying the streets outside were
lined with carriages, and that boxes,
orchestra and balconies were filled
with the smart set. Was innes' spectacular anvil sc.ene sea more potent
factor in drawing the crowd than
Tschalkowsky's
latest dymphonyWho is to s”?

Good
Cigar

MUSIC FESTIVAL Following is the Programme

Inns Orchestral Band
Festival,

A •

shippers along the railroad are con- society May 28 on "Medical Juriscerned. Work on the tracks is be- prudence." Tonight the society will
ing pushed ahead and the concrete meet with Des. Stewart & Bass and
base was being laid this morning. Dr. Frank Boyd will lecture on "SurAfter the track is completed the re- gery of the Kidneys."
mainder of the street will be finished
more leisurely. Dirt excavated from
—You read news because other
the street is being dumped at the peOplr.ri affairs Interest you—a
nd adfoot of Washington street for a drive- vertisements because your
own af.: A. •'-,
hart.
fairs interest you.

300 Voices in the Chorus. 7 Famous Soloists

Subscribe for The Sam.

PrIC..sa $2-00 a Pair
Children'a $1.80

A. D. Shaw's appearances always
command interest and attention as
he is one of the few really gaeat tenors now before the public.
Forrest Dabney Carr, the nationally famous basso, has also been engaged and completes the quartet
which will give such a rare treat to
th(
,
public.

FLOWERS
Fo, beautifying your yards and
estiniates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Staimatis Bros. for the largest
and most

complete stock of
city.,

flowers and plants in the

Fre. dalTvarf to any
part of" the city.

SCHMAUS BROS.
l'44111111stirseel

5. Rienzi
Overture.
6. (a.) The Master Singers Gkuintette
(b.) Twilight of the Gods....
Foneral of Sigfried

7. Parsital
. . Procession of thl Holy Grail
Lohengrin
Gran/ Ensemble
(Introducing all Festival soloist
s.)
(At 8 O'clock.)
,
1. Second Hungarian Rhapsody.,
Liszt

2. The Two Grenadiers, song tor
basso

Schumann
Forrest D. Carr.
1. scenes for Tannhauser...Wagnef
1. Sicilian Vespers, Aria for Soprano
Verdi
Virginia Listernann,
Kartrrnenoi Ostrow... Rubins
tein
6 Valve Caprice (Harp solo)Cheshir
e
H. J. Williams.
7. (a.) From "The Rose Maiden"
Bridal chorus
Cowen
(b.) Praise Ye the Father Ofitino
d
(Festival Chorus and Band.)
S. Grand Opera Scenes
(Fantasy)
In lies
Introducing all the Festival
Soloists In Arias. Duos, roc.,
from
Trovatore (Verdi) (Faust)
ftounod) Martha (Flotow) and
Lucia
(Donizettli and ending with
the
famous Anvil chorus,
Popular prices will prevail.
Arrangements have been made
to
aiseOtamodate vehicles at all,
kinds in
the grounds, and a charge
or only 2i)
.ents eatra will be made

t
••40,,,

ftr

'I 11-..1)..11. 1111 21.
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PAGE THREE

No Home. in Paducah is
Complete Without a
Copy of The Sun, 10c a Week
.

a

Rid Your Horne of

For durability, beauty
and satisfaction
should be

ON TOP

Slate or Tin Shingles

E. D. Hannan

For estimates call oil

Plumber
Steam Fitter, Sanitary Expert. .
Both Phones 201.

,•••••••,..••••••!.....•....

•

o.•

•••••

••••

.

C L. VanMeter, Manager.
Large moving vans. Competent men.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

On Your

Old Furniture?
Makes it Look

Like New
(.;(4 it at

HANK 4 DAVIS
Old Phone 69)-tn.

•
•

.'•••
•!..•7:,..i...
;
.....^)...7.17•"

Up=to=Date
Picture
Framing

Tasteful

Wall Papering

Jewelry:Store
Shows the largest asvortmerit in Paducah.

Sanderson 4 Co

And

Decorating

SANDERS0N1 CO.

Phone 1313.

Phone 1513.

You will want your carpets cleaned, and well cleaned, too. Don't hire
a man with a broom stick to do the
work; he will beat the very life out
of your carpet and even then it won't

be c'ean. Our new rotary carpet
cleaner takes every particle of dust
ilUt. of the carpet and
makes it
fresh and bright as new. Call 121
and let us tell you about It.

NEW CITY LAUNDRY AND
%DUET CLEANING WORKS.

•.
•
• •••

• ••
.

.

••Ta••
•

••

..
•

•

Makes it easy to put handsome new furniture
in the home. Dollar down, dollar a week
opens an account.

SHERRILLRUSSELL •
LUMBER CO.,Inc.

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
.......

Both Phone 295.

1.•
•
•
.1•••••1••••••••

Eleventh a, Teenessee Sts.

Manufacturers,
Dealers Building Material of All Kinds.
Wholesale and Retail.

• • •

•

mique--,,

trnil

filikbr SOIL'
sells, it profits; wherevprofits. This monexist by reason of
strosity
the limited nature of its product, but
boundlessness
of
its
the
by
its
and
it
makes
interests,
business
its
through
rivals do
branches, growing fatter by the very
efforts of its competitors.

Whenever it
it
the Vablicab Zun. er it expends,
does not
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

IT THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORPORATED
F. M. FISHER, President.
IL J. PAXTuN, Cleueral Manager.
MSCRIPTION RATI/Sl
abitered at, the postotTice at Paducah.
Ky. -as second class matter.
rtiE DAILY SUN
10
By Carrier, per week
By mail. per month. in advance.. 25
By mail, per year, In advance....$2 50
THE WEEKLY SUN
For year, by mall, postage paid..81.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.

JUNIOR CLASS IN
CLEVER COMEDY

"A Case of Suspension" at the
High School
a

H. CLAY ENANS SIAN GET PLACE.

SHOT HERSELF

A year ago Owensboro produced
three-legged chicken Henderson produced one last week, which shows
that our neighbor down the river is All Performers Acquit Themselves
Trainmen End Meeting.
With Unusual Credit in Their
crowding us a little closer in the
Ga.,
May
21.— The
Atlanta
Reepective Parts.
by constant
Broken in health
anything
poultry business than in
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
at the
treatment
broding
over
her
us on.---Owever
tackled
else
it
has
today
late
completed its business
Phone 858
Office, 116 houth Third.
hands of immigration officers more
ensboro Inquirer.
Ohio,
and
Columbus,
adjourned.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
Provident nature, again. Chick- A LARGE. AUDIENCE ATTENDS was selected as the place for the than a year ago, Mrs. Louis Vivian&
York, representatives.
dealer residing
ens have to scratch a little harder for
next biennial convention. The grand wife of a local fruit
THE SUN can be found at the follow- a living in Henderson and Daviess
street,
shot herFourth
North
at
607
executive board was elected today. J.
ing places:
yesterday
counties than hereabouts.
Rhodes, of Toledo. Ohio, was self through the bead
H.
R. D. Clements & Co.
Before a large audience the Junior
morning but will live. The family
Van Clem Bros.
chosen chairman.
class of the High school last night
Palmer House.
came here several years ago from
Reports from Boise, Idaho, indipresented' the play, ';ik Case of SusJohn Wilhelm's.
Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. Viviana took
cate that Harry Orchard, who is exCastro To Retire Thursday.
pension." From the start it proved
clusively occupying the county jail
her little deaf mute son to Italy for
Caracas,
Venezuela,
May
21.
—
interesting, The scene is in a girl's
and on return was sent
treatment,
on the charge of murdering Governor
room at a boarding school with ac- Congress will convene on Thursday,
Steunenberg, is the only man in the
back from New York, the immigraPresiand
it
has
been
that
reported
tive preparations for a midnight
town, who can go to sleep with any
dent Castro has chosen that day on tion officers claiming the child was a
spread and a rope and basket to pull
feeling of security.
to retire from office, being foreigner, and being imperfect, could
TUESDAY, MAY 21.
up to the window the undergraduates which
succeeded' by First Vice President not be idmitted to this country. It
of
a
nearby
But
the
college.
faculty
In the far west•they have an exrequired the exchange of dozens of
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
learns of the intended feast and just Gomez.
pression for finding gold in the hills.
letters and .affidavits between govApril, 1907.
they
lower
as
the
basket
for
the
last
They call it "striking the yellow."
ernments to prove the boy was AmerApril 16...3910
April 1...2895
boy, they bring up the professbr.
That was a happy thought for the
ican born. Over a year lapsed beApril 17...3906
Seeing him, despite his pleading to
April 2...3900
grand jury to go prospecting down
fore
Mrs. Viyiana was admitted to
18...3908
professor
be lowered they keep the
April 3...3897
April
Ruef's back.
the United States from the time she
April 19...3906
suspended in mid air until he faithApril 4...3903
fully promises not to punish them. Massager and Originator of a Large was sent back
April 20...3935
April 5...3893
Prosperity? Why, even the postApril 22...3987 office department cleared 111,500,000 Then to be good he is pulled up and
April 6...3592
Medical Concern Comes Here
April 23...3896 the last quarter. Cortelyou and invited as a special guest. Then the
April 8. -3900
From St. Louis.
and
after being
April 24...4097 Hitchcock put that department on its serenaders come
April 9...3941
April 25...4116 feet, and General Von L. Meyer is hauled up are given a royal welcome.
April re...3999
Stay Will Give All Interested a
Toasts and songs are called for and His
April 26...4119 making an auspicious start.
April 11....3944)
Chance to Secure Desired Advice.
ending.
everything
comes
to
a
happy
April 27...4125
April 12...3965
Roadmaster A. F. Blaess, of the
Edwin Randle as Professor EdgerApril 29...4155
April 13...4012
Louisville division of the Illinois
Two commissions composed of 12
Free,
Mr,
Cash
Tells
All
April 30...4132 men, drawing $12,000 bach, should ton was excelletrt and used well all
April 15...391e
Central, was in Memphis yesterday,
mannerisms of the school teacher.
103,237 commend the terms of New York's the
and in conversation
with Colonel
Total
Will Rock was a typical man about 'Mr. Cash weo is now in our city,
Jack Flynn, superintendent of the Y.
4018 new public utilities measure to the
Average for April, 1906
the. seminary and never could resist is probably one of the 'post talked of
& M. V. road. He stated that he
3971 consideration of most any hard pressAverage for April, 19-07
today.
the pleadings of the girls to keep young men in this country
heard nothing from Colonel Flynn or
ed state administration.
it quiet. Felix St. John, Gus Elliott, This is due not only to the fact that any one else
of the colonel's resig47
and George Scott, as the girls col- he is the manager of the leading nation.
John Temple Graves thinks RoosePersonally appeared before me,
lege beaux, did their part well.
medical concern of this country, but
Engineer Louis Siegel, of. the Illithis May 1, 1507, E. J. Paxton, gen- velt could not refuse the nomination,
Ethel Sights, Bess Lane, and Mary more especially to the great sensa- nois Central, is laying off on ac,
parties.
eral mess•ser of The Sun, who af- if offered by both the great
Cave were the bewitching seminary tion he has ca
d in the large cities count of the illness of his child.
firms that the above statement of We're for Roosevelt, if John Temple girls, and Eleanor Hock as the house
by
hi
in
the east and south
visited
Engine No. 1195 is in the Illinois
Democrats.
up
the
the circulation of The Sun for the can line
girl showed the careful training giv- where he has been introducing his
Centre'
shops, with a broken cylinmonth of April, 1907, is true to the
and advised preparations. To an inquiry der received in a slight graze with
en by Misses Aclah Brazelton
Paducah dairymen might agree to
best of his knowledge ad belief.
Anna Larkin, who had charge of thel as to how long he would -remain in another engine on the road.
inspection ordithe tuberculosis
PETER PURYEAR,
rehearsals. Helen Hills as Ophelia s Paducah and make such demonstraEngineer Warren Gray, of the Fulprovision for a "broad
nance,
with
Notary Public.
Judkins, the dignified member of,
tions here which have caused so ton-Louisville Illinois Central accomcourt review."
My commission expires January
heni
a excellent and
the faculty was
much comment both by public anti modation runs, is in Louisville re22, 1508.
song, "Mr. Cupid," was catchy and;
indigpress elsewhere, he said: "I will be covering from fever, and will be at
Were the douma members
several encores were given.
.
.
in your city five or six days with the throttle again in a few days
nant because of the plot, or because
Daily Thought.
Sam Clark, colored, porter on the
headquarters at W. B. McPherson's
_it was discovered?
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Memphis-Louisville Illinois Central
"Life is the trageuy ot the divine
Every do's makes you leelbetter. Lsz-Itos drug store until 8+ o'clock each eventrying to accomplish itself by mortal
This is Bullieh weather.
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the ing. Either myself or assistants I rtin, is in the Illinois Central hospimesas; the infinite seeking to exmoney-back plan everywnere. Pnee 50 cents. will meet all who call to see me and tal with his right ankle sprained. He
at
press itself in finite nature and confully explain the nature of my prep- was running to catch a train
Ssi
IPrinceton
and
'JUDGE A. J. HARLAN, NIEMBER
stepping
on
a
loose
ditions."
diseases
my
In
treating
arations.
OF 421) CONGRESS, IS DEAD. theory is that the abuied stomach is board was thrown to the ground.
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE,
MONOPOLY AND METHOD.
the foundation cause of nine-tenths
t2
Savannah, Mo., May 21.—Judge of all human ills. While some have
For years it has been customary to
Col. Flynn Resigns.
Andrew J. Harlan died at 2 o'clock attributed the cures made by my
refer to the Standard oil as the model
It is rumored that'Col. Jack Flynn,
Merchants Not Guilty.
this morning in this city. He was preparations as being almost mira- superintendent of the Y & M V at
trust, because its monopoly, as we
It has been reported and circulat- reported to have been the sole surconjectured was based on control of
cles, 1 only claim that there is a Memphis, a branch of the Illinois
retail merchants and oththe raw petroleum. A few years ago ed that the
vivor of the forty-second congress I scientific way to reach the cause of Central, has 'resigned effective the
city have rethe
of
men
business
er
It was predicted that all other moHe was a member of the forty-second disease and effect a cure. My prep- first of June and will go with another
not to sign
nopolies must necessarily fall of quested the contractors
and forty-third congresses from In-I arations have demonstrated my theo- road. Colonel Flynn started at the
cartheir own clumsily supported weight. the scale offered by the union
diana. He was aged 92 years, 1'ry. Their success in removing stom- bottom of the ladder here years ago,
+
It was 4.common exprsssion, that by penters. We desire to correct these month and 20 days, He was a mem-1
ach, kidney, parasitical and rheu- and climbed to trainmaster and then
acquires a practical monopoly of reports, and say positively that such ber of the Indiana legislature for'
matic troubles as well as constipa- superintendent of terminals at New
the oil iroducing fields, the Standard is not the case. We have at no time three terms. He was also a member
tion, has been because it restores the Orleans. Later he was made a dithey
or
gentlemen
these
consulted
The
price.
special
could c ntrol the
of the territorial legislature of Da- normal activities of the stomach. All vision superintendent, and is consid-.report to the -president made by Com- s. We make this statement in justkota In 1861. He was a candidate my preparations are sold under a p ered one of the best officials in the
Herbert Mention to the business men, knowmissioner of Corporations
for lieutenant governor of Missouri / positive guarantee and can be return- employ of the road. Col. Flynn is a
Knox Smith, puts to flight all our ing that the rumors circulated might
in 1868 and was speaker of the Mis- ed at any time."
son-in-law of Col. R. .1. Barber, of
preconceived theories, regarding the be injurious to innocent persons
souri house in 1864. He was, a
The accounte of the demonstra- this city,
nature of the Standard Oil trust, and
Yours truly, Tha contractors of
strong Democrat until the repeal of tions of this young man and his asishows the dozen men, who manipu- Paducah.
the Missouri compromise in 1864, sociates in cities visited have filled
nakedness
late it in the presumptious
Two Complaints Remedied.
when he aided In the formation of columns of the dailies where it is reof their lawless.course.
CARDS
OUTLAW
MEN, SLIGHTED,
Washington,
May 21.—Two defile
wife, ported that the sales of his preparaparty. His
the Republican
Although the trust refines 54 per
ions of the interstate commerce comhim.
He
was
years,
survives
aged
86
tions have been enormous.
cent of the oil, that is refined; pro Neglected by Wives for Bridge, Pawl
mission relating to operation of joint
married sixty-eight years,
duces 56 per cent of the Illuminating
Ordinance to Stop Games.
through rates were announced today
oil; transports through the pipe
lirmilkat-91)1411PuRarearollausee
lines 98 per cent, of the oil pliallucNiellette, S. D., May 21.—The hus- REMOVE PUBLIC FUNDS
HOT AIR TREATMENT
ed in the mid-continent field and 90
AWAY OUT OF POLITICS.
bands and fathers of Mellette have
per cent of all other fields, the afarisen in revolt against the game of
Has Proven Its Worth in the Treatfiliated corporations own less than
Washington. D. C., May 21.—If
bridge whist and have passed an orment of AU Diseases.
one-sixth of the oil producing terridinance making it a misdemeanor for the special commission appointed by
tory:
any woman to play the game and im- Secretary Cortelyou to adopt a sysI am using, in connection with the
No one believes that any amount
posing a punishment of $26 to $100 tem to equalize the distribution of *
Osteopathic treatment, the Dry Hot
of genius could serve to give a man
public funds in national banks is car- •
several days in jail.
Air treatment, and the great sucor concern a practical monopoly of fine and
teed out all banks having less than
folk
their
women
declare
The
men
cesses achieved with it demonstrate
the sale of a product, of which he
were so infatuated by bridge that 1900.00.0 capital will cease to be fedits efficacy.
owns only one-sixth.
were neglecting their household eral depositories. The commission •
they
In one form or another heat has
The strength of the Standard Oil
•
is considering three propositions:
been employed its treatment. of discompany abides in its control of the duties. Mothers even slighted their
First—to confine deposits to cenease from the earliest times and in
pipe lines, of secret arrangements babies to play bridge and husbands
every part of the world, but, its use
with railroads, of legal snares spread were given no attention at all by tral reserve cities only.
Second—to deposit all internal rev
has become more general in later
by an organized legal department, of their wives,
years than ever befores-simply beThe women are angry over the enue and custom receipts in the
conspiracy to undersell and all the
The new etyles in straw
cause its application and uses have
small trickery possible to undo a bus- passage of the ordinance. They any banks of the district where they are
hate are the hantbsomeut debecome better known.
'these rival. The Standard's agenti they have as much right to pass the collected.
signs the hatmakere have ever
We have a better understanding
Third—To divide the funds equaleven go out through the country and time .playing bridge whist as the
turned out.
of the physiological laws upon
ly among all banks having $200,00');
buy up barrels, that its competitors men have to play poker
which the treatment is based, and
may be restricted in the number at
The town marshal so feared the capital-tar more.
The Yacht shapes, and the
have greatly improved the mechanical
their disposal.
The principal object of the comwrath of the women that he resigned.
dip front, which has been so
apparatue employed until now It. Is
According to this report, railroads The town council appointed another mission is said to be to remove the
Popular in soft hate are vy
one of the most useful means at our
under the domination of the Stand- man in his place who promises to ar- distribution of government funds
ing for favor, with each very
disposal for the treatment of disard refuse to permit a right of way rest any woman he finds playing from the influence of politics.
popular. The dip front style
ease.
across their ;Ines, a matter of a few bridge.
comes in a very soft, pliable
The treatment is stimulating to
feet; to independent pipe lines. With
JEROME IN GOULD CASE.
straw, and are very swagger,
the whole system, every organ and
resources
at
the almost estanstlese
IsCIIIKKiHAM IS HELD.
cool, liglit weight and very
!function, and when
used with the
its command the Standard can drag
Dietrict Attorney to Look inito the
comfortable.
The
yacht
Osteopathic treatment forms the most
a rival into litigation that will keep Manager of Policy Holders' Commit(item,* About Detectives.
shapes are very dressy.
rational cure in all sciences,
his business tied up in court until
tee Must Face Charge.
liktipecially are the treatments inhis money gives out.
New York, May 21—District At- +
New York, May
21.--Magistrate
We too show some very
dicated in all diseases Incident to the
Although the Standard hart- buntoday
thati
House today held George H. Schrog- torney Jerome announced
handsome etrawm in perianths
season, spring, tired, worn out and
drede of stoekholdern, threw dozen
ham, manager of the International he would visit Police Commissioner
for young men and middle age
run down conditions, malaria, stommen manipulate the business. rein connection
Polley !folders' committee, Charles Bingham tomorrow
men.
ach, liver and bowels, and in asthma,
gardless of the stockholders. OranE, Stirrup and C'. F. Carrington, as- with the Howard Gould case. There
rheumatic, and ,nervous conditions.
lutely control its resources and the
Straw hat price*
sistants to Schrogham, for trial on has been considerable public discus-'
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia.
tendrils of the big trust extend into
the charge of violation of that section Mon an to what part the police have
I should be pleased to have you
$1.00 to $10.00.
the rich soli of every industry in
of the penal node which makes It a taken in connection with the suit for
consult me at any time:and tell you
, the world. The ral1resads make profit
Permanent separation, which counsel
just what Osteopathy will .ao In any
%Ruling the Standard's oil, and the oommtracy "to obstruct due process
for Mrs. Howard Gould said today
believes
House
says
he
of
the
law."
specific rase. It has done Much for
Standard draws its share of this
been flied against Gould It has
P
t in
aiden cah eople you know well, to
profit The steamships profit bit' dile the defendants conspired to obstruct had
intimated that Central offloe ofImumo
.
r
s
whom I shall gladly refer yote at any
trade, and the Standard profits from /due process of the law by changing been
the steamship line. Great factories ballots east In the recent election for ficials and detectives were employed
D. G. B. FROAGE, Phone 1407, 516
use Ito product, and the Standard'efikers of the New York and Mutual by Gould to obtain evidence against
wallisse41111411110+411119•11ftess
his wife
Broadway.
draws dividends front the factOrtee.ILife companies.

RAILROAD NOTES

STRAW HATS
1$ to $10

l

vi
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President Considering Rho for Comniiseleuership.
Washington, D. C., May 21.—It is
said on %hat i* represented to be ex- MELANCHOLIA CAUSES MRS. VIVIANA TO ATTEMPT SUICIDE.
cellent authority that the president
is considering
Clay Evans in connection with the commissionershiP
of internal revenue, in the event that Worried by Immigration Officers UnPearl Wright,'who has been tendered
til Her Nervous System Was
the place, does not accept.
Entirely Wrecked.

Cash Arrived
Last Evening

•"4.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phosphatic acid

Makes Home Baking Easy

CI

in each case the road agreed to re- to Elkhorn, Wis., although the comduce rates in accordance with the de- bination rate is only 17 cents.
sire of the complainants and the
complaints were dismissed. The National Petroleum association, of Cleve
land, complained that the Pennsylvania railroad and others charged
a through rate on petroleum and fts
products from Oil City, Pa., to Freeport, Ill., via Chicago of 25.5 cents
per 100 pounds, although the combination rate from Chicago is only 23
cents'. The Kalamazoo Silo company complained of a through Ate
over the Michigan Central and Milwaukee railways of 28 cents per hun
dred pounds from Kalamazoo. Mich.,

HOWARD GOULD'S WIFE
SAYS HE IS A BEAST
New York, May 21.— Mrs. Howard
Gtould today started against her husband, the millionaire yachtsman, a
suit for a separation, one of her most
astcsnIshing allegation.% being that because of his personal habits he is an
improper person to live with. The
sensational,
complaint is highly
charging Gould with many acts of
usfidelity.
s. •
Some people call you up just
call you down.

to

Dandelion
Permanently Relieves Constipation and Sick-headache.
guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drug Act, June 30, 1905. Serial
Numbs 3517. A costive person' would not live many days if it were not for the
becabse the blood would be poisoned within a few hours, but the
leices of a healthy liver render haranless the poisonous matter that is
senerated.
Lack
of exercise and eteady brain work are.the chief causes of
tonstipation. Fortunately this trouble, even after it has reached a
throne' stage, can be overcome by using Dr. Edwards' Compound Danlelion Tablets or Pills. They act, mildly upon the mucous membrane of
'he intestines.
Their action is certain and they never gripe. Being
tomposed of purely vegetable Matter they do not produce any unnatu'al condition of the bowels. Get a box today.
Sold by all Druggists, 25c; Schenck Chemical Company, Manufacturers,
14-50 Franklin Street, Near York and
(Look for this Signature.)
W. B. M'PHERSON, Druggist,

..

Paducah, Ky.

s.

AO.

•

THE NEW OUTINGS
O

UR new Outing Suits, in two or three button,
single or double breasted styles, will make
an eloquent appeal to your good judgment in
clothes buying. They are perfectly tailored and
cut in styles which refined taste will instantly approve; each garment is sewn and worked into
shape by the hands of trained specialists, after the
designs of eminent creators of fashion—full peg
top trousers with cuff bottoms, medium long, semiform lifting coats with full extension shoulders,
broad peak lapels and firm front, guaranteed not
to break The materiels are standard blue serges,
tropical worsteds and imported cheviots, stripes,
plaids and overplaids, in grays, shadow weaves
and browns.

$7.50 to $30.00
irinqntes fhow Slyles
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eel visit relative- in Clarksville,
Tenn, tilts week.
has returned
Miss Roxie Sneed
home after a visit to Miss Ruby
Housman at Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Irwin and glik
4
Mrs. J. A. Baker and daughter LuIn
Bankruptcy.
His 87th Allniversary.
cile, of Knoxville, Tenn., are visitJune 1 is the date set for the first
ISIOAPWAY
Col. Wash Futrell, of Lone Oak,
ing Mr. and Mrs. Vanlon, of the meeting of creditors of James A
yesterday celebrated his 87th anniCockrau apartments.
Lovett, bankrupt, at Murray.
versary by an elaborate dinner and
Miss Pauline McFarland, of LeMay 30 is the date set for the first
gathering of his children. Those of
banon, Tenn., is visiting in the city. meeting of creditors of William
his children present were: Mesdames
Mrs. Allen Bowden is here from Chambers, bankrupt, this city.
Venitia Purchase, Carrie Hall, Artie
Memphis, Tenn., visiting her mother,
Davis, Rowena Hall, Nannie ChapMrs. S. C. Grouse on South Sixth
Marriage Licenses.
Etta
Mrs.
man. Grandchildren:
street. Mrs. Bowden, who was forAivey Short to Agnes Gill.
Thompson, Mrs. Rupert Purchase, merly stenographer in the master
W. M. Potts to Tossie Edwards.
E are just in receipt of another large shipment of
Mise Lillian Davis.Master Curtis
mechanic's office in Paducah, will enAsberry Vaughan to Lucy Bard.
mattings direct from Japan; new fresh goods
Purchase, Master J. B. Overstreet.
gage in the hardware business at
H. L. Griffin, 68, to Made .Thevis,
Messrs. Hart and Daniel Futrell,
made expressly for us on our order. The styles are
Carmi. Ill, and his wife will join 44, colored.
They
the
spread.
attended
brothers,
them.
see
to
sure
simply stunning; be
him there after her visit here.
are 83 and 58 years old, respectively.
Born, to the wife of Mr. Guy Dun35c
In Police Court,
30c
25c
20c
12'ic 18c
Thirty-nine visitors were present bening, Third and Monroe streets, a
William Roberts, colored, arrested
sides the relatives.
An extra special value in Carpet Patterns, worth 30c
son.
with
last night while intoxicated
..._
.
„
and 35C, at.
Mr. John Karr, of Mayfield, is vis- "coke" and rum, and carrying a big
Attractive Musicale for Visitors.
pistol, was fined $50 and costs and
iting relatives here
Mrs. George Flournoy will enterMies Ruth Baynh am is visiting in given 20 days in Jail.
tain with an informal musicale on
WalterTucker, colored, for using
Graves county,
Thursday evening at her county
Miss FetiSIO Blacknall has returned insulting language, was fined $5 and
SUICIDES.
ENSIGN
home "Lolomai Lodge,' in honor of
costs.
from Paris Tenn.
Mrs. Frank 0. Watts and Mrs. John
Other eases: Mr. Hayes and Jelin
Mrs. Edward Rawls has returned
Troubles
Recent
If
is
of
Result
Arnold Bell, of Nashville, the guests
James, breach of' ordinance, continwas
called
she
where
Louis,
St.
from
With Santiago Police.
of Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips and
Johnson, colored,
ued; Howard
of a niece.
Washington, May 21- The navy Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of Cincinnati, by the illness
breach of peace, continued.
and
McCann
A.
Mrs.
J.
and
Mr.
disa
department today received
who is visiting Mrs. Joseph L. FriedEdward, left for
patch from Santiago, Cuba, stating man at "The Pines." The musicale sons, Howard and
No Circuit Court.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
night.
last
was
Memphis
who
Brisbin,
that Ensign Alfred
on the veranda and will
no circuit court today,
was
There
Miss
-For Copeland's stable phone 100 in a difficulty with the police of San- will be given
sister,
Mr. Frank Jones and
vaudeCircuit Judge W. M. Reed having
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopatte 400i tiago about a fortnight ago, in com- have a number of attractive
Fannie, have returned from Florida.
gone to Henderson as a McCracken
yule features,
Broadway. Phone-196.
Mr. Bell Ogilvie, of Nashville, Is
pany with sailors from the Tacoma,
county delegate to the railroad corn-Louis Scarborougte, colored, was had shut hanself through the lung
his brothers, Sheriff
visiting
here
Called Meeting of Crescendo Club.
miesioner convention.
arrested yesterday afternoon for boot and was in a serious condition. EnOgilvie, and Deputy Sheriff
John
Crescendo
the
of
The
members
'rebe
legging in Mayfield, and will
sign 13risbin is in Santiago. The ofHume Ogilvie.
Deeds Filed.
club are called to meet on Thursday
turned to that city this afternoon.
ficial investigatiou of the trouble
Rev. L. D. Hamilton, of Clinton,
to James E. Knight,
Miss
John
with
Kupke
o'clock
4:15
at
afternoon
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen with the Santiago police appears to
went home yesterday.
property in the county, $55.
at her studio on
Newell,
Virginia
Broadway.
Briathat
at Brunsou's, 529
have developed the fact
Colonel James Hart and wife have
M. Neiman et al to E. E. Buck et
Seventh street. It is import--You know your caning cards bin was dninking, which would doubt- North
from California,
returned
al, property near Thirteenth and
be
present
the members
all
that
ant
the
from
courtcome
being
they
his
wnen
in
are correct
less have resulted
Drs. Victor Voris, Frank Duley Jackson streets, $600.
on sale of tickets for the
Sun office. Script cards and plate. martialed. Briebiu entered the An- and report
and I. B. Howell left this morning
Incleporated.
$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at napolis naval academy from Penn- Liebling concert.
for Louisville to attend the State MEXICAN TROOPS BEING MOVED
83.00.
sylvania in 1899.
Dental association.
Bridge Party Called in For Matinee
-A defective flue caused a dividMrs. Austin Owen and children Diaz Soldiers Forming on Guatemala
Events.
Mrs.
of
Covington Is Indicted.
ing wall in the residence
have
gone to the county to visit relaFrontier-Revolt.
NO ELLSO.R. FOB
ii ‘11TZ:
In compliment to the M• atinee
James, McFeeny, of 2111. Bridge
Litle Rock, Ark., May 21.-Senatives.
City of_Mexico, May__ 21.- Mexiafternoon,
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meet
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at
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night.
last
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11 o'clock
president of
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the
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Frank
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like Abraham (Rue, through whom
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that
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& Co. phone 436.
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that
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pending
now
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bundled
nice
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greatest
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Miss
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yesterday
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American business man now in
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o'clock,
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noon at
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Me,. Theo Metcalf was removed to hard, of Broadway.
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a question of time before Salvador
Polish.
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All"
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WIDEN BROADWAY
TRUST BAITING
QUITE EXPENSIVE BEYOND HOSPITAL

TrESDAI", MAY 21.

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER

THE

Lack of Energy.
No man or woman can be successful or happy if they lack energy. If
they get up
in the morning dreading
Nearly Half Million Spent by Decision ot Board of Councilday's
the
work
ahead
Government ill 'A ork
men Last Night
they will accomplish very
little. A great
many people
l're.ddent Is Said To Favor Civil Pen. Will Pay W. F. Bradshaw
Cents
are this way.
slim LIM and Will RectumFeta Became- condemnation
The cause is
mem! It.
Would cost City More.
lack of vitalVitality
ity.
or energy is
the power to
go and keep
KEEP
COMNIISSION
RF:PORT HOSPITAL PROPERTY IS SOLD Mr. A. G. Latubys.
on teeing with
out becoming more than healthily
tired. It comes from a perfectly
working system just as power comes
Washington, May 21,— Something
Sale of the old city hospital prop- from
a perfectly working engine. If
like $300,000 has been expended by erty to Engineer John W. Holmes for you lack this power something is out
the government in the last four $3,500 was ordered last night by the of order. Ten to one it. your stomyears in trust
investigations and board of councilmen in -regular ses- ach. '
Take two bottles of Cooper's New
prosecutions. Some of the items are elfin; also the purchase of property
necessary to widen Broadway from Discovery. It will get the stomach In
as follows:
shape. See if energy and ambition
This is our first season selling these
Beef trust, $48,000; Standard Oil Fifteenth street
Twenty-fifth don't come back before the two botto
(in court) $45,000; Tobacco trust street, fcr 50 cents the front foot
tles are gone.
excellent i,hues. If we had known
This letter is from a man who
President Lindsey being absent,
(under investigation) $42,000; Patheir value, we should have had them
per trust (concluded) $20,000; Har- Councilman Ernest Lackey was elect- tried it:
''After suffering for some time
vester trust( under investigation) ed elrairman pro tem.
"kikr
,
ig ago as it is our policy to give
from stomach trouble, loss of appeChairman Lindsey was the only tite, headaches and a kind
$30,000: Fertillzar trust (in court)
of 'all
you the &est value we can for your
$15,000; Coal and Oil-carrying rail- absentee.
tuckered out feeling I decided to try
money.
The finance committee was empow- Cooper's New Discovery,"
roads (under investigation) $10,"I
used
to
get
up
in
the
morning
ered
000; Powder trust (under investigato renew a $5,000 note for borwith my tongue coated and sick at
The Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co.,
tion) $7,000; Turpentine trust, $25,- rowed money.
my stomach. I would feel as though
A prayer from L. L. Nelson, 407 It was almost
000.
the largest shoe manufacturers in the
impossible to drag myThere are almost a dozen other in- South Third street, for relief from self to work. Lots of times I bad dizcountry
make these shoes, and to
vestigations which have cost a pretty bad surface water drainage in front zy spells and backaches. After I
used
several
have
bottles
attained
to such a businsse they
all these symppenny, but they are of lesser -im- of his place of business, was referred
toms began to disappear and soon I
portance. Fines paid the government to the street committee.
must put merit tn their shoes.
began to feel like my old self again.
Miyor Yeiser recited the W. M. Now I feel like a
In the cases aggregate $30.000. Big
new man. It is a
money has to be paid for special Mitchell saloon
case, stating that pleasure to work, for I always feel
They do, and we want you to let us
Mitchell
like
counsel in order to get proper reit. I eat well, and sleep well and
was fined for Sunday violashow
you.
sults. Kellogg & Morrison are being tion, his license revoked, and the sa- am sure I will have no further troupaid about $12,000 a year each, loon closed; later that the saloon ble with my stomach." A. G. Latubys, 167 Porter St., Detroit, Mich.
The American Lady Shoes come in
Judge McReynolds, former assistant man $old a glass of beer, was arrestIt is estimated that. nearly half a
high and low, and in a great range of
attorney general, who has charge of ed for selling liquor without a license, million bottles of the famous Cooper
the Tobacco trust investigation, is and was dismissed in police court. medicines were sold during Mr. Cooplasts and styles, in gun metals, calfs,
devoting his entire time. He is paid Mayor Yeiser asked if he should pro- er's recent demonstration in Chieago.
vicis, patent, and tan leathers,
are
We
agents.
W.
McPherson,
B.
$10,000 a year. This is not as high, ceed further. His report was received
proportionately, 'a-s was paid under and filed.
street to Twenty-ilfth street. First
Every shoe is the product of an exthe Knox administration. D. T. WatJailer Thomas tvitts was empowson, of Ohio, got $10.000 in the ered to buy $15 worth of flowers reading.
pert
and combines fit, comfort, style
The mayor was empowered to pay
with which to improve the city hall
Northern securities case.
and
quality.
a
Mr. Bradshaw money for his properyard.
Favors Civil Pension List.
An alley between Nineteenth arid ty when estimates for the improveThat President Roosevelt will in
ment are given the property holders.
his message to congress in December Twentieth streets, Broadway and
W. P. Hummel, -receiver for the
earnestly advocate the creation of a Kentucky avenue, said to be in bad
Mergent
haler-Horton
Basket comcivil pension list, is stated by
his condition, was ordered improved.
An ordinance to have cows inspect- pany, asked for a refund of occupafriends here. This determit,ation is
.d in county dairies once annually flan tax, refused.
said to have been rearbed by
the e
A donation of $200 asked for by a
president after consulting the mem- for tuberculosis, was ordered draftlocal newspaper was refused.
ed.
bers of the Keep comnfIssion, which
An ordinance directing the city soCity Weigher Frank Dunn stated
has gone exhaustively into the sub309 Broadway.
licitor to defend any city officer who
ject. The plan is for congress to ap- that the city scales have been tested
might become involved in litigation
prcpriate a sum sufficient to permit and are correct. The report was reby reason of an official act, was orthe retirement of all employes who ceived anti filed.
Fifteen dol.ars were appropriated dered drafted.
have served the government for a
On motion the Aboard adjourned.
Gardner, Joa hausted and die. In a ditch near the
H. A. Coulter, Ed
specified time and have reached a for improving the city scales lot,
Weeks, W. 8. Cook.
farm of Billy Brown the army worms
certain age.
An ordinance for curb and gutters
•
are piled nearly a foot high,
A certain percentage of the sala- en Jefferson street, from Eleventh
ries of gosternment employee is to street to Fourteenth street, ordered
Army Worms Busy.
Two Houses Burned,
be deducted and within a few years, by the beard of aldermen, was not
Mayfield, Ky., May
Felton, Xy., May ad.—Entire fields
21.—Two
the statement is advanced, this sum concurred in.
of wheat and corn are being destroy- houses were destroyed by fire on
will be sufficient to place superannuFinance Report.
Gone to Henderson.
ed by the army worms. Sunday a North Eighth street Sunday night
Salaries, claims, etc., amounting to
ated empicye3 on pensions without
Mayfield, Ky., May 21.—The fol- man driving out to Union church. about 9:30 o'clock. The houses be$5,001.83 were allowed.
further cost to the government.
lowing delegates left for Henderson six miles northwest of Fulton,
saw longed to "Judge" Housman, colorA 'proposition from J. W. Holmes to attend the
district convention to the road leading from the state road ed, and William Moore. The tire
to pay $3,500 for the old city hospit- select a
nominee for railroad com- tb the church, a distance of about a originated in the house of Housman
al property, the city to reserve missioner:
W. E. Norman, H. C. mile wise fairly working with the while they had gone to church. His
enough of the property.to widen HusNeale, Sam Crossland, Lewis Rob- long black worms, This road had house and contents were almost a
bands street to the full width, was
bins, Joe DuBot, T. L. Wallace, John been ditched on both sides and
the total loss. The insurance was $7.00
accepted.
Covington, Bowd Sullivan, Merit worms once In the road could not get on house and contents. Moore lost
LATIN VERSION WILL RE BY
An ordinance to grade and gravel
Seay, Alex Gardner,'Pete Seay, J. E. out. They continue their frantic ef- about all his household goods and
BENEDICTINE ORDER.
Powell street from Jarrett street to
_
Robbins, Gus Thomas, W. J. Webb, forts to climb out until they fall ex- had no insurance on either.
Mill street was ordered drafted at
once.
The joint street committee's recPope Issues Decree in Carrying Out
ommendation to buy from W. F.
Purpose. of Leo XIII.—Import13radshow and others at 50 cents the
ant Work.
front foot property necessary to widen Broadway from the railroad hospital to Twenty-filth street, was preLondon, May 21.— 'In a dispatch sented.
Councilman Lackey thought if
from Rome the correspondent of the
Times says he learns that the pope the city should pay Bradshaw, it
has issued a decree entrusting the would have to pay "every Mr. Someentire revision of the Vulgate to the body Else."
Solicitor Campbell stated that if
Benedictine order. This is the most
important decision yet announced,the property is condemned for sidewalks
correspondent continues, as an out- to Twenty-fifth street, in some places
come of a biblical commission ap- the course will have to be filled ten
pointed toward the end of pontifi- feet, ana if the property holders can
cate of Leo XVI. In an editorial the prove that the Improvement goes In
Times says it Is difficult to overesti- excess of the market value of the
mate the importance of this step. land, the city will have a heavy debt
"No book," the paper declares, "has to pay. The cost of the improvement
exercised a wider and more powerful will exceed the value of the land in
influence In moulding faith, morals many places.
The property was ordered brought
thought and traditions of literature
of the European world than the Lat- at 50 cents the lineal foot.
Ordinances Acted On.
in version of the scriptures. For 1,Ordinance for paving, curbing and
500 years It has been setting Its impress upon the lives and whole men- guttering Broadway from Fifteenth
tal heritage of countless millidne of
men.

AMERICAN LADY
SHOE

(Dauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEP11014f 499

$2.50

American-German National Bank
Capital
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability

,
..... • • •

Tote)
Total resources

$500,000.00
$11)85,453.23

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.
A gt.:nt:4 ftir

Biggeett rind Oldeest-

Office Phones 369.

Residence Phones 726

(Zittnisbell Building, t"taduCtall, Ky.

Good Health in the Home
depends largely on its sanitary equipment.

You should be
exceedingly careful to have
the bathroom as thoroughly modern as it
is possible to make it.

LENDLER&LYDON

We can solve the plumbing question for
you by having our skilled plumbers install
tsedsedr Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
Fixtures. A "Standard' Modern Bathroom will add a \% ea it h of health to your
home and will increase its selling value as
well. Estimates cheerfully furnished. ,

1NEWSOFKENTUCKY

E. D. Hannan

IBM

W

F. Paztcn,
President.

R. Rudy,
Cash'er.

P. Puryesr
Assiatent

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Ineorsornsed
Capital
Surplus
1. .1 5
Stockholders UabIlit, ..e.1 s

$100,000
50,000
100,000

Total security to depositors
$250,000
Accounts of bulk-Waal' and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well 1s large depositors and accord to all the same
tourteuns treatment.

NIGHTS

FROM 7 TO 8 ()CLOCK.

Third and Broadway

Early Times

The paper adds, the step is
one, but that It will be hailed with
satisfaction by many within, as well
as without tire church of Rome.

And

Jack Beam
Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch'the stamp—it protects you.

REVISE SCRIPTURES

Drink Belvedere Beer at meals and between meals, both as an aid to digestion
and for the tonic properties of the hops
it contains.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY

$3.50

When we tell you they are the
best popular price shoes made
we are ready to prove it.

$230,000.00
100,000.00
.. =0,000.00

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Rimer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. It Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
aluecoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water ('o.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vire President.
El). L. ATKINS, Cashier.
41.0

I

$3.00

Ask the Man
Who has Lis work done
tit the

Judge McCann Is Near to Death.
Louisville, May 21.--Judge John
McCann is expected to die at any moi
ment, at his home, 1134 Sixth street.
!Although Judge McCann has shown
surprising
vitality his physicians
have given up hope. Judge McCann
has frevent periods of unconscious;noes, but when he is aroused he talks
,intelligently. No OOP is admitted to
the sick room but members of the
family.
S
"Our new curate seems to be an
altruist."
"Oh, do you think so? I quite
thought, from his intoning that he
was & tenor."--Punch.

1

The pest of society is egotism.

It is rich in food values from the Perfect
Made Malt, and contains only enough
alcohol to stimulate the digestive organs
to healthy action.

Faultless Pressing Club
if his clothes are not
clean and well pressed
when delivered to him
in our

Covered Wagon
Join Our Club Now,$1.00
per month.
Ladeis Suit And Waist
Cleaned and Pressed.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

You will never acquire, but overcome,
the desire for strong drink by using Belvedere Beer, because its food values far
exceed its stimulating properties.

Paducah Brewery Co.

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
S. E. IAMIEINK Prep.
Both Phones IfOr

•

sa,

nachache,
Pain in theHips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
of WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Diad
producing the pains.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two dosese give relief, ahd
one box wil cure any ordinafy
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Sentinel
Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumatism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.

The farmers of Japan have an income this year of $200,000,000 from
the rice crop alone.
Real estate values in New York
City, according to the asseAsment
figures, are increasing
$1,096,970
each day.
It is narrow to We eonceIted—but:
It's natural.

ii AND WOMLA
Big 0for unnatora
dlacharses,inflamniationGearatteed
Irritations or ulcotatiot.
50 V....I..,
of mucous niernbriumr
b,.._
0
•411114
.
,
1L Painless, and not unlit,
ItIlAgSkatfitexu.;. gent or poi ftellOila
0111CINIAT1,11
Mold by Drumlins.
E. S. L.
or sent I plain le raeps.
by fasts's. prepaid, lb
111.00, or II st.sc 12.75.
e. 1 Ile I ears.

LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rates
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
St. Louis and Memphis, which
, ere as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
return
;MOO
St. Louis

7.50

Mesuphis

7.50

G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond House.
Telephone 66-R,

IDVANSVILLIA,

PADUCAH

AND

(MIRO LINZ.
(Incorpersted)
Evansville

and

Paducah

Packet.

(Daisy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans
rule and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in et
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 54.(.0. Elegant music on the
Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWL ER
Leaves Pee acah for Cairo and WV
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
eept Sunday. Special excursion rate
now In effect from Paducah to Cairt
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table an
surpassed .
For further information apply Is.
S. A. Fowler General Pass. # gent, 01
Given Fowler, City Pars. Agent, a
Fowler-Crumbaugh
Co's. *Au
Rah plonks- No. 88.
IT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET WAIPANE
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.

STEillE1 CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee Rhea
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT,
Master
EUGENE ROBINSON,
Cheri
This cow-pally Is not reaponsibk
for invoice charges unless callow"
by the eleri ns the boat

KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

ME

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Discovery
WITH

FOROUGHS
CONSUMPTION
OLDS

PAO111$111WIS.

PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

TUESDAY, MAT 21.

Pries
See $ 00
Free Tr.

Surest ead Quickest Ours for
THROAT and LUNG TROVile
1.18, or MONEY BAWL

A'MAKER
OF HISTORY
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,

MAJORITY FAVOR
CLOSER RELATION
Committee Stands 16 to 10
and Makes Two Reports

Author of "The Muter Mummer - -A Prince of Sinners." 'Mysterious Mr.
Sabbi." "Anna the A.dyenturees." Ste.
CostsYright. 1903. 1906, by lITTLe. BROWN. and COMPANY.

Pres
-byterits Vote Two To On,' For
Adoption of Articles ang..haek
No Questions,

•

(Continued trom Tenier410%)
"So deep," the baron answered. "It
is the fools who grope fheir way into
great places. So die the boy Poynton.
You, my friend, sll be the one brilliant exception. You shall make your.
self, the king of journalists, and you
shall be quoted down the century as
having achieved the greatest journalistic feat of modern days."
Spencer turned his drawn, haggard
face toward his visitor. A slight flash
of color stained his cheek.
"You fascinate me," he said slowly.
"I admit it. You have found the weak
spot in my armor. Proceed! For
whom do you speak?"
M. Louis abandoned his somewhat
lounging attitude. He stood be- Spencer's side and, leaning down, whispered in his ear. Speueer's eyes grew
bright.
"M. Louis." he said, "you Play at a
ceat game."
The baron shrugged his shoulders.
"Me?" he answered. "I am but a
pawn I do what I am told."
"To return for a moment to l'affaire Poynton," Spencer said, "I ern in
the humor to trust you. Have I then
your assurance that the boy and girl
do not suffer?"
"Upon my own boner and the honor
of the company to whom I belong."
he answered, with some show of dignity. "It Is a pledge which I have
never yet broken."
"I am a bribed man," Spencer answered.
M. Louis threw, away his second
cigarette. He cast a look almost of
adwiratioo upon, the man who still
lay stretched upon the couch.
"You are the only Englishman I ever
met, M. Spencer," he said, "who was
not pigheaded. You have the tenacity
of your countrymen, but you have the
genius -to pick out the right thread
from the tangle, to know truth whoa
you meet it, even in unlikely places.
I doff my hat to you, M. Spencer. If
you permit I will send my own physician to you. You will be yourself in a
week."
"Volt know the antidote?" Spencer
remarked grimly.
"Naturally! Accidents will happen.
You wish that I should send him?"
"Without doubt," Spencer answered.
"I ant weary of this camel)."
"You sheielease it in a week," monsieur promised as he left the room,
Spencer closed his eyes. Already he
felt coming on the daily headache,
hich, with the terrttole weakneax,
were part of his symptoms. But there
was no rest for him yet. M. Louis
had scarcely been gone five minutes
when Duncrimbe arrived.
Duncornbe had had no word of his
friend's illuese. He stood over his
couch in shocked surprise.
"My dear fellow," he exclaimed. '1
had no idea that you were ill. This is
why I have not beard from you, then."
Spencer andled as he held out his
hand, and Duncombe, who seemed to
catch sorue meaning in the upraised
eyebrows of his friend, was shocked.
"You mean?" he exclaimed.
Spencer nodded.
•
"L'affaire Poynton," be said gently.
"A very subtle dose of poison indeed,
my friend. I shall not Ole, bat I have
had my little lesson. Here the individuni has little chance. We fight
against forces that are too many for
us. I told you so at the start."
"Yet I," Duncomhe answered, "have
not suffered."
"My friend," Spencer answered, "It is
because I am the mote dangerous."
"You have discovered something?"
Duncombe exclaimed.
"I came near discovering a great
deal," Spencer answered. ''Perhapa it
would have been better for my system
if I had discovered a little less. As it
I. I have finished with raffaire Peyote:1i for the present. You see how very
nearly l'affaire Poynton finished me."
"It is not like you," Duncombe said
thoughtfully. "to give anything up."
"We come face to face sometimes
with unique experiences which destroy
precedent," Spencer answered. "This
is one-of them."
"Aud what," Duneombe asked, "do
you advise me to do?"
"Always the same. advice." Spencer
answered. "Leave Paris today. Go
straight back to Norfolk, read the
newspapers and await events."
"Well, I think that I shall do so,"
Duneombe answered slowly. "I have
fottnd out where Miss Poynton is, but
she will not see me. I have made an
,netny of my dearest friend. and I
have, at any rate, interrupted your care* and endangered your life. Yes; I
will go hack home."
"You may yet save your friend some
jns'onetiew'e,"Spencer suggested.
ry and persuade him to go bnek
with you."
not listen to Me." Dun-• "Re '
combe answered. "He has thought an
English detective with him, and he is
Is obstinate as a mule. For myself, I
leave at 9 o'clock."
"You Are well advised—exceedingly
well advised," Spencer said. "Mine,- I
tiot take the responsibility of sending you away wiihnut serious reasons.I honestly believe that Miss Poynton
Is safe, whatever may'have happened
to her brother, and I believe that you
will serve her best by your temporary
Duneornbe stood for a Moment wrapped in thought The last few months
had Vied him strangely. The •treun
fats days and nights of 'nylons thought
halt ott *Or markIp ee liaea upon

his face. He looked out of the window
of Spencer's room, and his eyes saw
little of the busy street below. He
was alone once more with this strange.
terrified girl mum the hillside with the
wiud in their faces and making wild
havoe in her hair. He was with her
In different mood in the little room behind his library, when the natural joy
of her young life bad for the moment
reasserted itself. He was with her at
their parting. He saw the half fearful regret with which she had left his
care and accepted the invitation of
the marquise. Stirring times these had
been for a man of his quiet temperament, whom matters of sentiment and
romance had passed lightla bs awl
whose passions had never before been
touched by the fingerer fire. And now
he was going back torn empty life—a
life at least empty of joy Kaye the
hope of seeing her again. For good or
for evil, the great thing had found its
way Into his life. His days of calm
animal enjoyment were over. Sorrow
or joy were to be his. He had missed
into the shadows of the complex life.
He remembered where he was at last
and turned to Spencer.
"About yourself, Spencer," he said.
"Have you seen a doctor?'
"Yes. I am not seriously ill," his
friend answered. "The worst is over
now. And. Duncombe, it's hard for
you to go, I know; but, look here. I be
neve that you will be back In a months
and taking aliss Poynton to lunch chez
Ritz. I never felt so sure of it as I
do today."
Dinwornbe remembered the answer
to his note and found it hard to share
his friend's cheerfulness.
(To Be Continued.)
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
Itching
cure Blind, Bleeding and
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
Itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is pretpared for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
by druggists, mail 50c and $1.00.
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.

FIND

THEM

CONSTITUTAONAL

Birmingham, Ala., May 21.— At
the fourth session of the general assembly of the Preebyterian church,
south, the special Committee named
to consider the constitutionality of
the articles of agreement and the
oiertures bearing on closer selations
of churches using the Presbyterian
system, made a majority report at 3
O'clock this afternoon. This committee was composed of 13 ministers
and 13 elders It has been divided,
the vote Candling 16 to 10 on every
issue. Following is the majority report:
"To the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian church in the United
States:
Majority Favor ReeolutIons.
"Your committee, to which was referred the articles of agreement and
the resolutione and overtures from
the Presbyteries in the vote of the
presbyteries upon said articles, begs
leave, to report
"First. We have counted the vote
cf the presbyteries and find that of
the 79 which have made returns to
the general assembly, 50 have voted
in favor of the adoption of the articles, 27 have voted in favor of reJections of the' articles, and two took
no action.
"Second. In our opinion the general assembly can adopt the articles
of agreement without violation of
the constitution of the church.
"Third. We have carefully considered all the overtures, and papers
sent up by the presbyteries with return of their votes, and find none of
them requires an answer from this
general assembly other than that
contained in this report.
"Fourth. We recommend that the
articles of agreement be adopted by
the general assembly."

The Rev, J. S. Lyons, of Louisville,
SENT TO REFORM SCHOOL
is chairman of the committee.
BECAUSE THEY ARE BAD.
The minority report' witi take a poAngle °arrow, a thirteen-year-old sition directly opposite to that of the
son of thp proprietor of the Steam majority, holding that 'the adoption
near of the articles of agreement would
Candy Kitchen on Broadway
Sixth street, yesterday afternoon wa.e be unconstitutional, Dr. Russell D.
ordered to the state reformatory by Cecil, of Richmond, is chairman of
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot for 2 the minority, and the report will be
years for being an incorrigible. The signed by I. S. McElroy, P. M. DenWells, Alexander
boy runs away from home but was son, W. Calvin
McPheeters, TS A.
Martin,
W.
M.
with
charged specifically yesterday
Wharton, William Hamilton and F.
the theft of a bicycle, and of money
T. Glasgood,
from his parents who have no control' whatever over him. Patrolman
Lige Crow.; will take the boy to Lexington.
Formal sentence was also passed
on Merles 'Carroll for one year in
the reformatory for the theft of Mr. DECISION OF SUPREME COUIRT
Sam Plumb's bicycle.
AFFECTS COMMISSIONS.

ARMY STIRRED

TAR AND CANCHALAGUS

Retailer Army Men Relieved of Rank
For Volunteer Service Have
Act. Invalidated.

Great Summer Discount

We have just received a
large import shipment of the
famed Dupont Tooth Brushes,
and we are making a special
Price of 35c of them, though
they usually sell for 50c. This
price is no higher than that
of any other first-class brush,
and you will find that a Dupont will outwear any two
other brushes you have :ver
used. They are absolutely
guaranteed against bristles
falling out and their peculiar
tufted surface enables the:a,
to cleanee every crevice
Dupont brush will delight
you—no doubt of that.

Call, write, or phone fogpCATALoGUI4 and full particulars. Special
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MON&Y BACK

DRAUCHON'S L'ittcMtrg COLLEGES

(Incorporated.) 214 Collees-s. IS scare' success. Addi
•
JNO. F. DRAUGHON, Pres.
PADUCAH, 314 Broadway. or Evansville, St. Louis or Memphis.

GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
Most noted waters and baths in America

l'1111B

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

Etle.;130161T

FAMILY

NIERCKE BROS., OWNERS AND MANI8Ei.; GRAYSON SFAINGS, KY.
wasimin

41111111111111,

4th and Broadway
Agent for original Allegretti
Candies

TARIFF REVISION.
Is Being Urged on President o
Veit.

-

The service derived
From the New Telephone
Is the most essential think
In every home.

•

Waahirigton, May 2L—Accordina
to high authority in administratiot
circles, the extent to which tariff re
vision is being urged upon the presi
dent, who is asked to recommend
in his message to the congress,
surprising.
Letters from all part.
of the country and persons vieltho
Washington from alyections are ure
lug action. They want congress or
the next Republican national plat
form to express itsalf. New Englana
has been agitating the subject for
several years, so has Iowa and Wisconsin and other northwestern states.
Senator Allison, of Iowa. who is nothMg if not conservative, has said tha
tariff revision would have to be seriously considered in the next specie'
convention, If not in the next con
gress.
Germany adopted the tariff agree
meta recently, it was pointed out
with the understanding that it wa,
to cover a temporary period and wa,
to be followed
by a
re
,
iprocit•
treaty.

Use the New Phone
aiMl•••••

METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
!fewest and best hotel In the city
Two large sampl
Rates I2.00.
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights
The only centrally located Hotel
he city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO.
LIMED.

Oak Dale Hotel
grs.1

Lanus, Priaglottoss.

HENRY MANMEN9

'

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICALSUPPLIES
in
°

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122.124 N.Fourth St.

Phones 787

AT THE

PARK.

Tonight

REMOVED TO THIRD AND

aripreciated and the„other _third
wasted

is

Prompt Service to Te!esksse Mars.
How can men live
ng to live On,

on with noth-

Broadway or Union Depot.

J. T. DOIWbVAN,
Aft Cite Ticket C Mee
R. M. PRATHNR,
A nt Union Depot

••••1•11.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

NEW STATE HOTEI

CHAFING DISH

Sleventh and BroldwaN,

IDEAL

Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity tluti guests.
No Mosquitoes. No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
BATH* -Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and M:issage.
I EM E NTS- Dancing, Bowing, lit:lid/ ds, Tennis, hunting,
A \i '
Fishing
Spe:iil Lai Rates Daring Seassa ii 1901. Refuted Pune Trip Robs an Minas Central Railroad
For Pamphlet and rites Add:

Washington May 21.— There in
KENTUCKY.
"
grave apprehension at the war de
Some people call you up just to partment that the supreme court of Book Binding, Rank Work, Lege
call you down.
and library Work a !specialty.
the United States has invalidated the
status of every regular army officer
who has held at the same t!me a
For tile
volunteer commission and .has also
invalidated the legality of proceedings of every court martial of volunman, on
teer officer or enlisted
which eat an officer bolding both
Denatured
regular and volunteer commission,:
The court last Monday 'handed down
Alcohol
invaliel
the
an opinion declaring
The following reduced rates
court martial of Lieutenant rewis E
are announced:
We take pleasure in announcBrown, a negro volunteer oftleer,who
Los Angeles, Cal.—Electric
ing that we now have Denatured
was tried and dismissed from the
Medical Association, June 8th
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
service in Cuba. The court martial
to 15th; limit August 31st.
be used for burning purposes
Wits invalatated because an officer of
Round trip, 660.50.
only, as nearly every one now
the regular army, who was also a
Jamestown, Va. — Exposiknows, hut for use in the arts
tion, April 19th to November
volunteer officer sat on the court.
and mechanics it Is the most
34)th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
Under the decision Brown will be eneconomical and satisfactory fue
excursions on special dates;
titled to draw his pay until the day
known.
S18,00 every Tuesday; limit
of mustering ef his regiment and the
1
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
10 days.
expiration of his commission.
Richmond, 'Va., round trip
also burns without any of its
May Form Refuntioof Salsties.
will
$16.80. Special train
offensive odor. Next time try
The pay of metal officers htit been
leave Pad uca h about noon
it In your chant g dish or alcoregulated on that basis and many
May 28, carrying through
hol heater; it will be a revelaofficers of low grade Were given cornsleepers to Richmond, account
tion to you. Ile sure to phone
the
missions to higher grades in
Confederate 'reunion.
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
volunteer service during the Civil
Paducah druggist handles it.
Louisville, Ky.—Arcount of
war; Spanish-American war, and the
Spring Meeting—jockey Club
both Phones 756,
insurrection In the Phillipintes. and
—$6.95 round trip, May 6, reby reason of such commission, drew
turning
May 7; $8.95 round
15c 14 pt. and bottle; Se rebate
larrly increased pay. Under the refor bottle.
trip, May 4, good returning
cent decision of the court this par
June 11; May 6-11-18-22-25Vic 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
will have to be returned, that Is, if
29, .Tune 1-5 an,/ 8, limit two
for bottle.
tile decision is really as broad as at
days.
36c 2 pt. and bottle: 10e rebate
present appears.
For information, apply to
for bottle.
City Ticket Office, Firth and
Two-thirds or our sympathy Isn't

S.11. WINSTEAD

Paducah, Ky.

211.213 S. Third St.

Brook port,
Rahn $1 a Day.
Everything DL

ROGERS LIVERWORT
For the complete cure of Coughs. Cold.,
Asthma, •nd bronchitis and all Lung et-rnplaintstending to Consumption, Liv•rw•rt.
Tar and Wild Ch•rry have for ages main Mined an e•tablished renutation as ,tandfird
Cough Remedy. It contain. no opium or harmful drug can he given with safety to children.
Price St 00. Sold by bleep Pc List.
William. MT( Co., Props.. Cleveland. 0.

SON
GUYUndertakers
NANCE
&
and Embalmers

Dupont Imported
Tooth Brushes
35 Cents

MOVINfi
PICTURES
EXTRAORDINARY
Three big shows in one.
Biggest picture show ever
offered to Paducah public.

Take the Broadway Cars

41,

ye,

PACIIC MOM%

fliE PAD UCAH 14,v ENING SUN.

TrEVIDAY, MAY 91.

,

terday at Hoot-. The 'second telegram
wse•)eissesseevesstessestsewsessrewteS
followed early last evening announcing the young man's death.
Charles Sugars
had
countless
friends in Paducah. He was a young
man, who made friends wherever he KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS WILL CELARE NEEDED BY CUMBERLAND
EBRATE JULY 4.
went, and was extremely popular in
PRESBYTERIANH.
iti,er stages.
railroad circles, being a member of
Cairo
36.3 1.4 tall
Popular Young Railroad Man the Brotherhood of Railway TrainChattanooga
5.5 0.2 fall
At the Fair Grounds
men. He was a member of the First Guarantee Best of Deck; and Best
is Victim of Diabetes
Cincinnati
1.0.6 0.9 fall Need of Schools For Probationers
Christian church,
Evansville
People in City Will AttendAlso Is Emphasized By Re18.2 0.0 fall
Besides° his parents the following
('ommittee.
Florence
port of Committee.
'5:5 1.0 fall
relatives survive him; Mrs. William
Johnsonville
Little Paid Howling Succumbs to
11.5 2:5 fall
Hills, Harahan boulevard, an aunt,
At 2 O'clock.
Louisville
Me, les et His H
•,
7.0 0.3 fall
Mn. C. C. Shermann. North Branch,
Mt. Carmel
North Thirteenth, Street.
6.7
Ott) fall
The Paducah Knights of Pythias
Dickson, Tenn., May 21.- The
an aunt, and Mr. John Sugars, of
Nashville
11.7 1.0 fall general assembly
lodge will celebrate the Fourth of
of the Curuberland
California, an uncle.
Pittsburg
7.9 3.6 rise Presbyterian church
July at Owen's Cave, 12 mass above
worked off a
St. Louis
19.e 0.5 fall lot of ite business
Paducah. Last night a committee
at yesterday's sesMRS. J. C. ORR PASSES AWAY.
title Paul Bowling.
Mt. Vernon
20..2 1.9 fall sion, many of the thousand visitors
Paul, the 8-year-old son of Mr. and was appointed to arrange a program,
Paducah
26.0 0.2 fall here yesterday left for their homes
Mrs. J. N. Bowling, of 1222 North and it is possible that in order to
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
on the morning trains, leaving the
make
elaborate,
more
it
lodges
from
Thirteenth street, died yesterday afMr. Charles Sugars, one of PaduCaptain James Koger, of the St. commissioners unhampered
to do
ternoon iife.measles, and was buried Mayfield, Metropolis and other near
Louis and Tennessee River Packet their work.
Sales most popular young men, died
be invited to attend
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in Oak by c es
The entries in these race); will be Paducah
company,. has returned from a two
The board of publication reported
at 4:3* o'clock yesterday afternoon
Arrangement will be made with rail
Grove cemetery.
horses
and will be driven, by their owners.
weeks'
business
trip
in
Texas.
recommending
at the residence of his aunt, Mrs. C.
Sunday
schools
roads and
eamIxelts for specie
Pete Wilton accepted the position throughout the bounds of the
There
are
no purses or prizes-purely amateur
C. Sherruann, at North Branch, 16
church
s and itecial rates. Brass ban( ,f
Mrs. J. C. Orr.
head mate on the Joe Wheeler to use the literature
sport.
There
miles from Detroit, Mich., of diabeare some very fast horses in the
prepared
by
J.
nd speakings will be feat- yesterday.
Mrs. J. C. Orr, residing two miles C011e
H. Zorecor, R. 1. Baskette and J. B.
tes after an illness of three months.
list of entries and some rare sport will be offered.
beyond Wallace park, ati Sunday of ures of the meeting.
Albert Ritten.house left Saturday Goodpasture, of Nashville. The sta'the body will be brought to Paducah
A. E. Stein, Robert Dukes anS eight on the
consumption. She is survived by
Tickets on sale at Will Gilberes Drug Store.
Kentucky as third clerk tistival report of the stated clerk
at once for burial.
her husband, three sisters and three Owen Grubbs compose the committes n Pete Martin's place. Martin
is
showed
77 presbyteries, 17 synods,
The deceased was born in Fostoria. brothers.
She was a
member of on arangements. They stated toda
Sok and Rittenhouse will make only 600 ministers and 80,000
resident
Mich., March 22. 1883. and came to Friendship
that
the
only
best
people
in
the
clO
Baptist church and a wome trip.
members. Reports of committees on
Paducah with his parents Mr. and man
s.
well known and popular in her will attend and that no intoxicathe
Dennis Smith, for nine months minutes of synods were
read and
Mrs. Samuel Sugars, of
Harahan section. The body was
hird clerk on the Clye, has taken a filed.
buried yes- liquor will be allowed on the grounds
boulevard. when 8 years old. He enterday at Mt Kenton cemetery in The Knights will protect their guest. ;Mailer position on the Dick Fowler.
The report of the board of educa- swept across the incline tunnel pre- the death of Bob Rivers and the
tered the public schools and, after
and assure the best of order.
"Rags" the successor to "Ring" tion was read and considered
venting the men from reaching the wounding of Abe Hall of the Hall
the county.
as a
leaving school went Ines the railroad
a the wharfboat, came back, to the special order at 10 o'clock. The
outside.
• faction,and the killing of Dave Moore
reservice here, first as a clerk in the
•ity yesterday after a trip to Cincin- port reviewed history of board and
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
The point from where the flames and another of the Fleming side. The
Mrs. Fannie Davenport.
freight offloes and later on the road
Palmer-M. D. Robbins, Selsouis: tett on the Georgia Lee. Rags is the collections ,for part
Mrs Fannie Davenport. a widow,
of the year crossed the tunnel is three miles froth reports say that the Fleming feudas flagman, being lately promoted to
42 years old, of 1062 Woodward ave- J. W. Bastin, Nelson; G. B. James ,royerty of Harry Blackford of the $85.46; disbursements, $7.40; on the opening awl it was necessary to ists came out victors and retreated
conductor on the Illinois Central.
nue, died yesterday
afternoon
of Louisville; C. M. Budd, Memphis; H Nest Kentucky Coal company and is hand, $78.06 and no debt. Several dig a temporary tunnel arottitirthe to the rendezvous on bong's creek.
Three months ago his health be pneumonia.
recommendation's were made, one fire in order to reach the bodies of The Halle had been collectingfl a
She came here three Benjamin, Cincinnati; H. V. Hills d the yellow species.
came bad, and he was confined to his
Pictorial embellishments make F. espekdally emphasized the need
strong posse, but were not ready to
months ago from
Evansville and Newark; J. A. Huron, fit. Louis; H
of the Ill-fated miners.
bed several weeks, at one time his leaves
strike, when a portion of their faca son and daughter. The body M. McIntosh, Detroit; A. H. Egar lent's showboat look like the old- schools for probationers, and while
itne floating palace. 'His theater has expressing the hope in
life being despaired of. He recover- was burled
Louisville; William
Cunningham
tion came upon the Fleming boys on
the final te- 1MMIGILITION
today at Newton Creek.
TO
KENTUCKY.
.een named "The Evening 8tar.3 Add nths as to property rights, the
Mansfield; W. M. Ginn, New York
ed and was on the streets several
the road. There were about 12 men
board
he Mountaineer to it and it will recommended that practitioners
J. L. Malin, Chicago.
weeks prior to his leaviug for North
be Messrs. Vreeland and Newman Look- engaged on the two sides, and 50
Two Youths Run Away.
Belvedere-Nat Ryan, Murray; A .ave the crowning picturesque feat- sent to best schools
Branch for his health. He had anshots were fired
before the Halls
available.
Marshal R. L. Blanks, of Nortoning After 11Iatter.
Ire.
Swann, Henderson, Tenn.; , J. Dry
other attack in Michigan and one
The board male a strong appeal
gave way. Last week Deputy Sheriff
vile, telegraphed the police here to
The Louisiana will go out tonight for more ministers.
foos, Chicago; G. W. Downs, Mu;
week ago his mother was called to
New York, May 21.- T. H. Vree- Bony Hall was assassinated, after
arrest two boys named Brandon and
,-ith another fine evening as far as
ray; John Hancock, Owensboro; Na
his bedside. Sunday night a teleJohnson
Drs.
and
Dr.
H.
C.
Yates,
land, state commissioner of agricul- having led a posse in an attempt to
Mosey, 18 years old, who left NotB. Biakemore, Martin, Tenn.
he weather Is concerned.
gram was received announcing that
of Missouri, made strong rallying ad- ture, and
tonville yesterday.
State Senator J. W. New- capture the Flemings and meeting
The VIncennee arrived
New Richmond- Elbert Ogleali”
with
a dresses.
his condition was much worse, and
man of Kentucky, are in town with a with defeat.
arge of lumber from the Tennessee
Beaver Dam; Tom Wingo, Martit
The most convincing evidence that letter from Frank
summoning his father, who left yesSubscribe for The San.
Sargent, commisiver this morning.
Tenn.; F. M. Hooper. Ashland CiO
the element of the Cumberland Pres- sioner of immigration,
MANI ARE GRATEFUL.
to CommisTwo feet less water covered the byterian church now assembled
Tenn.; H..M. Arnold, Birmingham
here aioner Robert Watelicrrn, asking
the
:hart this morning than yesterday for the seventy-seventh
0. J. Lawrence, Kansas City; .I.
general as- latter to afford the two every
facility Callers At Headquarters of the Root
moiling. The stage May 21 last year sembly is in earnest wan furnished
Cheney, Golconda; J. A. Erwin.Mte
for relieving the conditions at tills
Juke Demonstrator*.
/as 10.1. Business was fair today.
ray; C. H. Lynn, Dixon,
J. B
yesterday afternoon in a meeting of Island,
that they may report to their
The BustOrff will' aridee tonight men only under the large tent,
Trail, Birdsville; W. E. Bates, L
con- state on the advisability of encouragOFFERS WORDS OF GRATITUDE
Center; L. E. Bussee, Bayou; R. F Joni Clarksville and leave Wednes- ducted by Dr. J. L. Hudgins, when
ing... immigration to settle in Kentucay at noon for Nashville.
Powell, Leuisville.
$10,150 was subscribed to the fund ky.
The Joe Wheeler went to Joppa to defray the expenses in protecting
A gentleman caseci at the drug
his morning and
TOBACCO PLANTS RUINED
will return to the property rights of the church
Note the telephone numbers given in advertisements in the Pastore this morning and.said I want to
RENIEMBERS WORTH BAGLEY.
BY TENN. NIGHT RIDER
.ave here Wednesday at noon for and paying expenses' incident
to litiexpress my gratitude for what this
ducah papers end you will find the East Tennessee used almost
'hattanooga.
gation already instituted and which
new remedy Root Juice has been doexclusively. Many consider the name e the company superThe John Hopkins arrived today may follow.
Adams, Tenn., May 21.- Mgt
Carolina Unveils Statue to the Hero ing for me,1 had
a very bad stomfluous, recognizing only the East Tennessee.
rom Evansville and lost no time in
riders made a raid last night on th
of Caraenas.
ach trouble, I was sick at times and
etting started back to that city.
plant beds of Esquire C. Dowlen, :
I was in such a dreadful condition
ELEVEN MINERS SUFFOCATE'D.
The Georgia.Lee will leave MemRaleigh, N. C., May 21.- Twenty that my
prosperous tobacco grower of Dit
food would nauseate me, I
tract No. 5, Montgomery county, an. ,his today for Cincinnati passing
thousand people today witnessed the would
suffer days at a time with sick
Bodies Recovered From Kagleville
ere Thursday.
destroyed two fine plant beds. On
unveiling of the
monument and headache and at times my
back
Mine, Colorado.
The Clyde will leave Wednesday
containing 200 yards was salted,an(
statue erected in Capitol Square by
uld hurt me so bad I could not
vening
at 6 o'clock for the Tennesin one of 100 yards the plants wen
the people of the United States in stud
on my feet, but a short time. I
Trinidad, Col., May 21- Eleven
2.11111:1WISEAU•21"01.2.~1.
ee river
pulled up and piled in the centrt
memory of Ensign Worth Bagley of was so nervous
at times I could not
miners,
including Superintendent AlOne of five of the Martha HenThe plants of both beds were read
the Unked States navy, killed by a attend
.to my business. I have been
exander
Jacobs,
were
burned
or
sufen's barges will be lifted on the
to set about 25 acres of tobacco. Es
Spanish shell off Cardenas on May taking
this new remedy Root Juice
focated to death last night in Eagle- 11,
'ry docks today for repairs.
quire Dowlen is not a member of th
1898. Confederate, Federal and for ten days,
and I thank you from
title
mine
at
Eagleville,
Col.
The
Business was good for the Dick
association.
Spanish war veterans, national guard the bottom
of
my heart for my rebodies were recovered today. The troops and school
"owier in the Cairo trade today,
children formed covery. I feel better than I have for
men
went
to
work
last
night and the parade.
FALSE THEORIES
ten years. This medicine is reported
when they did not come out this
Official Forecasts.
to have worked wonders where all
morning
an
The
investigation
Ohio from Evansville to Cairo,
was startLeiul To Worthless or Harmful Item
Desperate Fend Battle.
other remedies have felled.
vill continue falling during the next ed. It was discovered that a fire,
edies.
Whltesburg, Ky., May 21.--On the
For a short time this remedy Root
everal days. The rate of fall at Cal- which broke out in the mine a year Pike county border
yesterday there juice will be sold in Alry & List's
Stimulating the scalp may alias e, will increase materially during the ago and was still burning in some was a second battle between the Hall- drug store
for $1 a bottle or three
levt 36 hours.
sections, had suddenly spread and Fleming feud factions resulting
the itching of the dandruff, but tha
in bottles for $2.50.
The Tennessee from Florence to
does not cure the scalp. The dieeae
he mouth, and the Mississippi from
won't yield to quinine or capsienn
nor alcohol, because it is caused by t mlow St. Louis, to Cairo, will congerm or parasite. To cure dandruf anue falling during the next two
the germ must be destroyed. Unti lays.
The Wabaah at Mt. Carmel, will
'recently there was no hair prepare
."main nearly
stationary, or
tion, or dandruff cure, or hair rector
fall
:owls during the next 36 hours
or on the, market that would kill tha
insidious germ that dries up the scab
in little scales called dandruff, ate MO WOMEN ACCCISE PtsTOR
absorbs the vitality of the hair, cato
Ing falling hair, and finally baldness ;wear Out Warrants Charging That
Preacher Slandered Them.
Newbro's Herpicide is the only real:
ecientific preparation to cure dand
St. Louis, May 21.- Mrs. Matilda
ruff, prevent falling hair and bald
druggists lidenour, and Mrs. Dora Murray, of
nese. Sold .by
leading
Two sizes, 50/ and $1. Send 10e it Webster Groves, a fashionable suburb
stamps for sample to The Herpleicit if St. Louis, have united to prose•
mite Rev. A. L. Pritchett, former
Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPherson
kastor of the Wellston Park Methee
Special Agent.
Hat chnrch,. whom they have cmhs
ilet church, shorn they charge with
dander. In warrants that have been
issued at their instigation.
Mrs.eilidenour alleges that her
friendship w)th Mrs. Murray was almoat broken by remarks that the
preacher made to her and Mrs. Murray. She says that he talked to each
shout the other In uncomplimentary
ferule.
She also represented to the prosecuting attorney that the minieter
came near disrupting her home by
writing love letters. 'harmony was
eventually restored In the household
It is said that %1r. and Mrs. RMenour
will sue for $2.5110.
•
Huniniel Begins Year's Sentence.
New York, May 21.- Abraham
Hummel, who, for nearly a third of
MUSIC: WILL B
PURNISHED IEW HOLTMAN'S BAND
a century, was one of the most widely known and successful criminal
lawyers In this city, today began the
'fettles+ of a one year's sentence • In
Is the easiest to operate. the moat
the Filackwell'e Island penitentiary.
durable and economical on the
market The automatic oiler is a The sentence was Impostd upon R
strong feature and it has many conwletton two years ago for conPaducah,
7:30
other points you will like. Each
113cuit Leave,
:Re
spiracy growing out of HtImmel's
turns: Paducah, 10:30
.engine is guaranteed by the manuMetropoli
s,
8:30
Metropolis, 11:30
eonetelion with the Dodge-Morse difacturers, largeat concern of it.
The right to deny admission to any one will be exercised. No intoxicants
kind in the world. Cal &40' S. vorci litigation. .
or
Third street and see theIlL
gambling

CHARLES SUGARS
DIES IN MICHIGAN

AT OWEN'S CAVE

RIVER NEWS

MORE MINISTERS

MATINEE RACES

I

Thursday Afternoon, May 23

Four Racing Events
Deal's Orchestral Band

The Want Ads. in the Paducah Papers
Indicate the Telephone Situation

4.

EAST TENNES§SE,TTLEPHONE CO.
s.• •

A

stl

,•
.

A GOOD

SIGN TALKS

EXCURSION
on the big side wheel steamer

GOOD Electric
Sign atually
talks business an d
trade. This is not a
theory. Every merchant that has one
knows it. People like
to enter a store that
looks prosperous on
outside. It is not a
question of whether
you can afford one,
but rather can you
afford to be without
one.

A

LOUISIANA

TUESDAY NIGHT, MAY 21st
The boat is under new management, and good order will be maintained. The steamer has been thoroughly overhauled, and is in fiatclass condition, ir, every particular. The dancing floor is first-class
•
and dancing is free.

This Gasoline Engine

WE FURNISH THE

SIGN FREE

FARE, ROUND TRIP 25c

The Paducah Light & Power Co,

L. L. NELSON

It's easier for a married man to
some a runaway horse than his wifeat
tongue,

will be permitted.

A, I. POWELL Master.

4.

